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Troops Guard the Palace, Arsenal and Art il
lery Barracks to Repel Attacks
POLICE ARE SAID TO BE AUONG THE CONSPiRATOSS
r,v

:i

'
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Actual Fighting Is Reported to Have Occurred at
Oes Northeast of Mexico Gty New Revolt
February 9, According to Reports Which
Alarmed Dictator tie May Attempt
The federal
capital was quiet today. The authorities had feared that conspirators
against the administration would attempt an armed uprising, but no out.
break occurred.
Troops guarded the palace, the arsenal and the artillery barracks
throughout the night, as the result of
last night's report that conspirators
had planned a coup d etat against
'Huerta. Considerable uneasiness was
caused by the activity of the soldiers
nd fear that an outbreak had actually occurred in Guaadlupe seven miles
northeast, where fighting was said to
be in progress.
Telephone messages failed, however,
to confirm the report of fighting. It
was thought the fact chat troops had
gone to the suburb in accordance with
the military plans to be in readiness
for a possible uprising was responsible
for the reports.
Reports about the capital were that
2,500 police were involved in the plot,
and that they had pledged themselves
to revolt with certain of the troops.
The beginning of the Dew revolt,, according to the reports, was fixed for
February 9.
The secret police today arrested a
number of clerks and smal business
men alleged to have been connectconspired with an
declare they
acy. The authorities
found on the prisoners cards indicating their connection with the movement. The police believe they have
succeeded In frustrating any important plot They are maintaining great
vigilance. Jose Vera Estanol, brother
of Jorge Vera Estanol, minister of
public instruction in the Madero cabinet, who was arrested a few days ago
on suspicion of conspiring against
the government, was released today.
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EL PASO TO ENTERTAIN

El Paso, Texas, Feb. 7.. Secretaries
a
McAdoo and Houston will hold
hearing tonight in the El Paso custom
house to get the views of El Paso
bankers on the location of regional
banks and branches in the west. The
o'secretaries.Vill arrive here at
clock and will be guests at Fort Bliss
at 5 o'clock at a review of troops.
Then they will inspect the Mexican
refugee prison camp and at 6 o'clock
they will be guests of the chamber of
commerce at dinner. ,
The hearing will follow and at 10
o'clock they will leave for the east.
The El Paso bankers and business men
will present their claims in five arguments, each speaker representing
some interest centered at El Paso. El
Paso is only asking to be kept in the
same regional bank district as its surrounding trade territory.

MONEY WAS WASTED
New York, Feb. 7. James W.

Os-

Guadalupe, Seven borne, Governor Glynn's graft inves- MEXICAN ;''MINliER
Will Occur on
tigator, in a formal ncatement today
said he would "recommend the reReached the
UNITED STATES CONSUL
.

moval of the whole state highway system from, the field of party politics."
"It ought to be done," he declared,

Flight

BRIEF REPORT
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MEN DID

THE TWO JOBS

Juarez, Mexico, Feb.

dollars have been all but wasted
through the aliance ot contractors and
politicians.

THE

MAKES

ON souri two-ceWRECK
passengur fare and maxLA MY BRANCH AND THE DEimum freight rates cases, after years
RAILMENT AT GALLUP
of litigation, will go back to the Unted
States supreme court aa a result of the
That signing of the railroad's application
Albuquerque, N. M., Feb.
the men who wrecked Santa Fe pas- for appeal by Judge Smith McPherson
senger train No. 10 at Gallup Thurs- of the federal district court today.
day morning are the same who made

noon.
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Train Was Not Stopped
Juarez, Mexico, Feb. 7. Two
Mexicans who left the train at
Cumbre say the passenger was
not held up, but ran into the
tunnel innocent or the danger.
The fact that none of the crew
or passengers have been Been
since, although four days have
elapsed, is regarded as the sadfor
their
of
fate,
dest evidence
which, the bandit: leader, Maximo
Castillo, who failed to leave
warning that he had set a freight
train on fire in the tunnel, is re-parried as resDorslble.

7- -

three attempts to wreck a passenger
train on the branch between Santa
ANA ANA
Fe and Lamy, N. M.j on the afternoon
of Sunday last, is the belief of T.
VOTE CUT LiOOOR
O'Leary, chief of the Santa Fe railway
secret service, who went to Gallup today to take personal charge of the
RE
CRUCES
hunt. O'Leary, it is said today, has THE CITY OF LAS
MAINS WET BY SLENDER MAdefinite evidence connecting the two
JORITY
crimes.

PEEHCTS

Las Cruces, N. M., Feb. 7. After
!.1
,
4
of the most, stubbornly contested
New
southern
in
ever
held
elections
7.
Investigation
Washington, Feb.
Juarez, Mexico, Feb. 7, Definite in- -'
of whether the United States Steel Mexico, the returns from yesterday's
of the fate of the American
formation
show
the
election
that
reprohibition
corporation has received Illegal
Mexican
bates- from railroads during the last city of Las Cruces remains in the railroad man captured by
alstill
was
today,
lacking
bandits
slender
column
'wet"
the
toy
majority
six years was begun today by the inofficials
railroad
though in this city
terstate commerce commission by the of 30 votes.
A very full vote was cast, the total were still disposed to discredit the
issue of a formal order for hearings
the six
under the recent resolution adopted returns being 347 against prohibition rumor that they, or at least
on
"'
the
were
passenger
who
IL
of
them
There were the
by the senate. Dates for hearing will to 317 in favor of
train and
be announced later. Formal notice of usual scenes incident to a prohibition train, were locked in the
the
in
blazing
deaths
women sent to their
eelction, organizations of
the investigation was served today.
tunnel.
and
Cumbre
at
the polls
religious
working
Circumstances thus far learned are
bodies resorting to every expedient
SECRETARIES LEAVE COAST
acaJn-sto
the truth of the rumor. Ac
swing the result their way.
possible
Los Angeles,. Cal., Feb. 7. Secreta- The antis were also very active, and cording to P. C. Thede, superintend
ries McAdoo and Houston of Presi- the close call that they had shows ent of the Pearson plant at) El Paso,
dent Wilson's cabinet left here late that they needed all the activity that the train stopped at the station of
Cumbre. This Is only a quarter of
yesterday on a homestretch tour of the could be exerted.
made
a
as
in
the
Las
'mile from the big Cumbre tunnel,
a
of
Cruces,
With the exception
country,
capacity
location committee of the federal re- all the other towns in Dona Ana coun- and Mr. Thede said that in that di
serve board, to find the best locations ty that voted on the liquor question rection the train could not have gain
for the eight or more regional banks went dry. The vote in Dona Ana was ed sufficient momentum to bring on
to be established. They will reach El 77 to 34, while the majorities in Me- - a wreck so complete that all persons
Paso tonight.
silla Park and Mesilla in favor of pro in the train would nave been killed.
hibition were overwhelming, that in There were about 35 Mexican passenthe former being 120 to 5, and in the gers.
Mexito 3. Rosa, Santa Teresa,
The, rumor waa started by a
TEN LAKES COMPANY ; latter 200Garfield
been
have
to
believed
went
also
now
and Organ
can who is
Rincon,
to
delay
tell
the
to
story
small
instructed
majorities.
dry by
FOB $10,000
pursuit of the bandits and their prisoners. There were six Americans on
the passenger train, and two American
FIRST SAVINGS BANK OF ALBU-- i
conductors and two American engiTODAY IN CONGRESS.
QUERQUE ASKS FOR
neers on the freight, which was a
and which was set on
double-heade- r
JUDGMENT
fire to destroy the tunnel. A number
Albuquerque, Feb. 7. The First
Washington, Feb. V. Senate: Met of Mexican trainmeu also are missSavings Bank and Trust company yes- at noon.
ing.
Wood told the military
General
The flames in the tunnel prevented
terday brought suits against the Ten
Lakes Land company and J. D. Hand committee the destruction of the mili investigation yesterday, but F. C
in the tary academy - by union troops in Clark, of the railroad, Dr. F. C. Hurr
of Los Alamos, defendant
first action, and the Placita Ranch 1S(!4 was not in accord with the laws and four assistants left Madera again
company and J. D. Hand, as defend- of war.
this morning to visit the scene, and a
the
more
in
ants the other. Judgment for
definite report is hoped for by night.
Immigration committee took up
than $10,000 is asked In the Tc-- Burnett bill and discussed the literacy
Lakes case and for $6,763.33 in the test feature.
Guerilla Bands Clash
Placita Ranch case.
Representatives ot the Stock ExWashington, Feb. 7. Only, a brief
The complaint alleges that the Ten change of New York testified on the report of the train wreck and destrucLakes company and Hand gave the Owen bill for federal regulation.
tunnel by Mexican
tion of the Cum0
trust company a note for $10,000 sePassed the house bill for reorgani- bandits has been made by American
cured1 by bonds of the company, which zation of the naval militia.
Consul Edwards. From Acapulco new
'
in turn were secured by a deed of
House Met at noon.
uprisings are reported on both coasts,
trust from the Ten Lakes company Miscellaneous legislation considered. and frequent conflicts of guerilla
to the Commerce Trust company. The
and rail- Representative Morgan of OManonia 'bends occurred.
note was unpaid, the, trust company before the interstate commerce com- way communication between Monterey
charges. The plaintiff asks the court mittee, advocated his bill to empower and Nuevo Laredo have been
to appoint a special master to sell an Interstate trade commission to
l,,t
the bonds.
regulate price fixing.
Resumed debate on the $25,000,000
The Flacita, Ranch company and
HE WANTS IMPRESSIONS
T
Hand gave the trust company a note good roads bill.
Tv'asliiiig'en, Feb. 7. Thomas
Passed bill authorizing appointment Hohlev, British secretary and char?
for $10,000, February 17, 191.3, and
as security a chattle mortgage on of a committee to attend com exposi- ri jiff aires at
City, arrived
stock, the plaintiff alleges. Part of tion at Dallas, Texas.
hero today with e purpow of
Put over to Monday bill creating' ad- jirKt fcnr.d impressions of tlo cttUd
this note was paid, according to the
complaint. The foreclosure of the ditional federal judgeship at
of public men towaul the Mcxicoi
mortgage is prayed.
problem.
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MINE CHANGES HANDS '
Announcement was made today that
F. M. Lyon, formerly of the E. Rosen-wal- d
and Son department store, and
Charles P. Trumbull have taken over
the larger part of the stock in the J.
R. Baker asbestos mine, which is located about 20 miles from Las Vegas
In the Harvey canyon just above the

Harvey lower ranch.
C. P. Trumbull this afternoon stated that he and Mr. Lyon have taken
over the stock under certain agreements and unless samples, which were
sent to New York this week, prove
satisfactory, the deal will not be
closed.
This mine Is considered valuable,
(but a thorough test has never been
Flven to the ore. Wnen the samples
are returned further announcement
doubtless will be mad as to what future development may bo expected.
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RED LIGHT IS GONE

Washington, Feb. 7 President
today signed the Kenyon bill abolishing Washington's segregated

MAY

last

VEILED

LOOKS

USED

GIRL---

ENTERS HOME OF

EMI WAN

LOSE VOTES

AND HILL SHE

in nocQcwrc nc nci atih
hi niLuLiiuL ui mum
Mrs. Harriet Manning Is Shot Because An
other" Lewes Iler Husband
THE SLATER IS OYINQ

Fill EFFECTS!? FuSC":

Herself After Disposis ot Spouse of Her Lover, It Lo
Refuses to Secure a Eivcrce The Murder CaL'ks fee
Police, Who Arrest Several Suspects

Kill

Tuesday.

GG1EHS

.

railroad men, and '25 passengers
on the Mexico & Northwestern
train which ran into, the burning
Cumbre tunnel last Wednesday
have perished were expressed by
railroad men here this after- -

ATTEMPTED

u 'Ilj

appurenfy
of the
same dope that
was given.

fears a

CITY EDITION.

FOl

BUSINESS

V0RK1NG FOR THE

est fears that the six American

NEW RATES DELAYED
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 7. The Mis

HUERTA

I

1914.

THE

ON

OUTRAGE

Many millions of

7,

Chicago, Feb. 7. The Illinois woman's suffrage test case, officially entitled Scown against the election commissioners of the city of Chicago, Is
on the calendar of the state supreme
court for Friday, February 13.
Counsel for the suffragists said to
day that the answer to the brief of
the appellants, who are attacking the
constitutionality of the suffrage act,
would be filed in the Bupreme court
before next Friday. Should oral arguments be heard by the upper court,
a decision would be possible before
the spring; election. A decision ad
verse to the constitutionality ot the
act would nullify the registration of
CONE the 158,000 Chicago women who visited the polling places for the first time

"at the earliest possible moment be
fore we spend a dollar of the new
fifty million bond.

I

DEEN

LEARNED

.

Mexico City, Feb. 7.
'

WIRELESS CAUSED EXPLOSION
London, Feb. 7. "It is absurd," was
the comment today of Professor Wil
liam Henry Eccles of University col
lege, an eminent radio expert, when
NOT
shown the suggestion made by a Paris
Engineer M. Deroquier, that the explosion on board the steamship Volturno,
the French battleship Liberte and in
the Universal colliery near Cardiff,
were due to wireless waves.
"I wish it were true," Professor Ec- RUMOR HAS IT THAT THEY WERE
cles added. "It would, mean a treSENT TO DEATH IN CUM.
mendous Increase in the power and
'
BRE TUNNEL
usefulness of wireless waves if we
could obtain Buch results.. As It is,
wireless waves are only sufficient in FLAMES PEOTT ENTRANCE
strength to move the most delicate
Instruments. They have not nearly
enough energy to enable us to write INVESTIGATORS ARE UNABLE TO
GO WITHIN.-THBURNING
with them."

HAS

SUDDEN UPRISING IN. CAPITAL

f

FEBRUARY

AMERICANS.- FATE

BY A
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VICE PRESIDENT OF THE SANTA
FE SOUNDS AN OPTIMISTIC
NOTE

F. E. Conners, vice president of the
Santa Fe Railway company, passed
through Las Vegas this afternoon on
his way to Topeka from Los Angeles.
He stated to a representative of The
Optic that he considered conditions
favorable in .many ways for the com
ing spring and summer. He declared
an increase in business generally will
be noted soon. Mr. Conners traveled
with A. R. Stewart, also an official of
the Santa Fe.
"The orange crop in California
looks extremely good," said Mr. Con
ners. "I believe that this will help
the railroad business. As a whole, I
consider business conditions improv
"
ing."
He continued by saying that his
opinion of the decrease of forces on
the Santa Fe was that the present con
dition would not last, but that In a
short time the number oi employes
would be restored to the former fig
ure and the men who have been un
employed for the past several weeks
would be returned to work.
Mr. Conners was optimistic and his
opinions on the condition of the coun
try are worth consideration, for his
connection with the Santa Fe Railway
company gives him an insight into
business conditions.. He has made a
close of observation of conditions in
California.

SANTA

FE TRAIL

REPRESENTATIVE OF NATIONAL
HIGHWAY
N

ASSOCIATION

VISITS LAS VEGAS

F. L. Miner, representative of the
National Highways association, was
a visitor in Las Vegas yesterday for
the purpose of collecting a fund from
the local members of lbs associations,
which will be used, together with
money that is being collected over
the entire United States to defray
the expense of pushing a bill through
congress that will provide for the
building of a national highway, using
the Santa Fe trail. Mr. Miner was
accompanied on his visit about the
city by Secretary Leo Tipton of the
Commercial club.
The proposition tnat the National
Highways', association pUns '"to, com
plete will mean considerable to the
west and will mean the largest ex
penditure of money for good roads
ever known in ih'm country. According to Mr. Miner, about $50,000 will
be spent in this county for roads.
This estimate gives an idea of the
entire cost of the proposition. The
plans are to build macadam roads
from the beginning of the Santa Fe
trail to the end and thence on to Cali
fornia, in time.
Mr. Miner stated that he had been
receiving the best of support at all
the cities he visited and Is one of
the members of the highways asso
NORUAL
ciation who believes it will get the
appropriation from congress.
BOTH OF THE GAMES
The governors of all the states in
the union, the largest automobile man
ufacturers in the country and many
SANTA FE HIGH SCHOOL TOSSERS of
the biggest financiers of the UnitARE TOO CLASSY FOR THE
ed State,3 are interested in the bill,
LOCALS
which already is in concrete form,
and believe that after hard work the
The basketball games played at act will
be passed and the road 'aa- Santa Fe last night between the Santa Fe high school and the New Mex
ifiii
ico Normal University teams ended
with the Ancient City aggregations the
victors in both the girls' and boys' EDWARD GAIRD GIVEN
contests. The score ot the girls' was
14 to 16, while the boys lost by the
REFORM
score of 15 to 33.
is
which
the
from
score,
Judging
practically all the information that has YOUTH WHO ATTEMPEED TO ASbeen received from Santa Fe, the
SAULT YOUNG WOMAN AT
cause of the girlB' defeat, was the
ASYLUM IS PUNISHED
strange floor and the fact that the lo
cal team played immediately upon its
Edward Baird, the youth arrested
arrival in Santa Fe and had little
a few days ago on a charge of assault
rest, except on the train before the
upon with attempt to rape Barbarita
game.
Ami jo, was arraigned tola morning in
Reports scattered about Las Vegas the court of Jud,;o David J. Leahy.
not
this morning that the games were
He waived investigation by the grand
played on account of the lateness of
and pleaded gulUyq. Baird wag
Jury
the hour when the Normal teams ar
sentenced to not less than four year
rived at the Capital Uty.
in the
and not more tian five

teams lose

imi
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Newark, N. J., Feb. 7. Hazel Iferd-ma- n,
a girl of 20, Infatuated witb
Charles F. Manning, shot and killed.
Mrs. Harriet Manning in her honw
here last night. This was the announcement made by the Newark police this afternoon.
The girl is dying in the Mountain
side hospital at Mont Clair, N. J., of
poison taken with suicidal intent.
Learning that a young woman haJ
been taken into th& Institution thf
police seized on it as a clew to tin
mysterious shooting of Mrs. Manning,,
and accosting Miss Herdman,
her of the crime. Then, according to
the police, she confessed, saying that
she was in love with Manning and
had killed his wife because the wifa
had failed to get a divorce, ss promised. Miss Herdman was the unnamed wroman detained by the police an 3
questioned last night. She was released this morning.
Miss 'Herdman died at 10 minutes
after 3 o'clock. Her mother was at
her bedside.
Manning Took Her to Hospital
Manning himself brought the gr2
to the hospital. Seeing that her cca
dition was critical he) went in fiearc'i
of her mother.
DtHss Hsrdmiin had been s"?cctcdS
of the crime last night, but thorough
questioning at tiiat time failed to sustain any suspicion that she was responsible for th shooting. Her bonnet
was on the Fompton turnpike in Essex county.
She was the daughter of Arthur X
Th
Herdman, a hotel proprietor.
father said that he had opposed hisdaughter's association with Manning,
but that notwithstanding the two had
been going together for years.
A small caliber sti 1
and a silk umbrella were the ot'Af
clews which the police h.d t suy i
help them identify the vul J , n i
who last rJiittt shot and
. "
Harriett Manning; in her j
home here. These the murdt r ,
t
behind when she fled after frnmr, wit
- ;.t "
deliberate coolness, two
victim in the presence of Sirs Manmaee.
ning's mother, sister t
Mrs! Manning's husband, C'n
, IV
Manning, a garage niar.H er, fioi
whom she had been sopar iu .1 for t
years, and a woman whose identity
is not revealed, after having Yet i b
by the police all nigt a id
questioned, were released lol j.
sequently the police detain J I tr
lice headquarters an Ital an so ti
who seemed to answer the d( u ,u
of the murderess as ghta
' r
Manning's relatives. Jacob ' i
formerly boarded with the fnu H, w
also brought to headquarters.
The fact that the woman amic ir j
herself when she called a" "AtM " inning's girl friend from Ili'u1
v
prompted the local police t
aid of the police of that city.
aec-we-

pu'ur

1

1
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CLEMENCY ASKED FOP,
years
Boston, 1 li 7 Eh eitne r
New Mexico Reform school at Sprin' '
!
!
i' v o1 "d y
ger. He Is between 15 and 17 years cy va3
f
IKim
i
'HiAGROUND
4
of
r
f
BRITISH SHIP
of age. Laird was released in July bfbalf
n'i i i tn
i
lo'i, ( ,! f ,
7.
her
Off
was
from
school
he
Feb.
reform
N.
where
the
Manasquan,
J,
cr-d it i
I'i
r
rlt
t
etne
course in a fog the British tramp sent from Albuquerque some tiiue ago
Mann 22 for 1bf r ' r r i
steamer Queen Louise went aground on a robbery charge.
A!
E
irh, a r Im d it - i
Baird is related to Ij titer ,it Cov
today about a quarter of a mile off
:
' i i
of
i j n, m
shore here, and the prospects were ernor K. C. de Baca, It is said. He
,1
i in tie
?
it
j
that she would remain fast until high has been employed for t a time a
t
V
tide late this afternoon. As a precau a tncs senger at the JC
i
'
t
savers
f
shot
life
for
the
pitol
Itwone,
the
Manasquan
tion,
r
a three breeches buoy line aboard and t.'on Mr, r.iica is chair n n t i
1
two boys of the vessel's crew wire of tru&tees. Miss Ar u
t ll
as
en
number
i
tit
The
j
ashore.
other'!,
a!l"na;mt
brought
t
b u
e captain. The
upon 1:t i
ixu; about 2D. ine!wliijr
I'aviil MHH.ritntsrU, elfoied to remain occurred in Iicr r.wn.t
;;bcnnl.
tin January t-1
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of
New York Feb. 7.As$ Abe Martin nights either in he rear rooms
or in lodging houses where
eay, "What has become of the saloons
woman who used to siay liquors are sold, according to a report
home and tend to her knitting?" She on the conditions for the care of the
homeless in this city that has just
certainly is hard to find in these days,
when women are making their influ- been made public by State Excise

misht

Commissioner Farley. Whether the accommodations are provided by charmatity or by private enterprise is a
ter of speculation, says the report, but
when there 1s an unusually bitter cold
connight, in winter actual conditions
front theory with the fact that the
homeless overflow the places of refuge provided and crowd the saloons
of the congested districts. Superintendents in charge of Beveral missions
on the lower East Side told the agents
be- of the excise department that they
of
deal
dixi
a great
lieved the saloons
octo
homeless
the
in
allowing
good
one
cupy their rear rooms because, as
of the superintendents explained, on
nights in bad weather It was practic
at
ally impossible to obtain lodging
the cheap lodging houses, which were
filled early. The Committee of Fifty,
headed by Seth Low, which investigated these conditions, reported as
"As yet, adequate substitfollows:
utes for the social benefits which
thousands of people actually derive
dally from the saloons have not yet
been developed. It is to this problem
that the experience, thvwisdom and
the wealth of those interested in social progress must be directed."

ence felt ia every ltne of numan activity. A generation ago tt would have
created something of a sensation for
a woman to speak at a banquet of
business men. Now little or no attention is attracted by the announcement
that Mrs. J. Borden Harriman is to
be a leading speaker at the dinner
of the National Retail Dry Goods association at the Jlotel Astor next
persons, uuir
Tuesday mgnr,.
men or women, are better informed
than Mrs. Harriman on the broad subject of the relations between employer
and employe. President Wilson recognized this fact when he appointed
toe,r as a member of the national committee on inddnstrial relations.

tw

It ia; to be regretted that the state
cannot have the services of Fran
Mosa in the present graft Investigation
and In any prosecutions that may follow. Mr. Mosa, who has Just resigned
his position oa District Attorney Whitman's staff to return to his private
practice, is the ablest graft prosecutor
In New York, William Travers Jerome
not excepted. His experience along
this line dates back t the days of
the old Lexow commltteo, when he
man of the Rev.
was the right-hanDr. Charles H. Pankhurst It was Mr.
Moss who collected the evidence to
prove that vice was protected by the
police. He also led many gambling
raids under the auspices of the Committee of Fifteen, which led to the
overthrow of Tammany and the election of Seth Low and District Attor
ney Jerome in 1901. During the past
few years, as Mr. Whitman's assistant
Mr. Moss has prosecuted some of the
most Important criminal trials in the
history of the country. Among them
was the trial of Lieutenant Charles
Becker and the four gunmen for the
murder of Herman Rosenthal, the
gambler.
d

The serious illness of Marcus Mayer
has brought forth many expressions
of Sympathy from members of the
theatrical profession, particularly the
older members. Mr. Mayer is the
last survivor of a famous group of
theatrical managers and impressarios
that flourished along in the early 80's
?nd which Included Henry E. Abbey,
Augustin Daly, A. M. Palmer and the
Gratis. Mr. Mayer's first venture as a
manager was the starring of Julia
Dean Hayne, which was a success.
Then followed a season with the
younger Kean, after which he successively directed the tours of the world
renowned celebrities, Lady Don, wife
of Sid William Don, said to be the
In New York City there are between most beautiful woman of her tihie;
CO.flOO
and 100,000 homeless men and Edwiin Booth the great tragedian;
women who find shelter on winter Lawrence Barrett, Edwin Adams,

SATURDAY,

.

FEBRUARY

7,

1914.

Adelaide Nellson, Rose Eytinge, Jane more Cooper, Edgar Allen Poe, BayCushman, Sarah ard Taylor, James Russell Lowell,
Hading, Charlotte
'
William Cullen Bryant and others.
Sir
Bernhardt,
Henry Isving,
Monet-Sully- ,

Mary

Ander-

son and Adelina Pattl, for whom he
managed three tours, one to South
America and Mexico. While in South
America Mme. Pattl was paid ?3,O0O
in gold by Mr. Mayer for each appearance. Then came a tour of the

Far East with Sarah Bernhardt, playing engagements in Egypt and India,
followed by tours of the principal cities of Europe. He was with Mme.
Bernhardt when she played before the
czar and imperial family at St. Petersburg, and has a magnificent diamond
ring as a souvenir of the occasion.
Mr. Mayer in later years brought
many European artists to America,
also introducing many Americans to
the European public, and holds the
c
voyages,
record for'
Atlantic , ocean
crossed
the
(halving
sevprobably 150 times, wnlch, with
Africa,
South
eral trips to Australia,
Japan and China, and' two
journeys ranks him well up
with the most famous globe trotters.
trans-Atlanti-

around-the-worl-

d

In piiibllshilng circles la this city
the present week has been recalled as
the centenary of the 'birth of George
P. Putnam, who probably Is entitled
to he called the first great American
book publisher. Mr. Putuam wasi corn
ini Brunswick, Me. He was a boy or
14 when he came to New York and ob
tained a position as a clerk in a book
store. Be began at that time a comown
pilation of dates at first for his
benefit. As time went an he found
that this collection might be published
and It was issued as a "Chronology"
ivtiAn ha was 19 vears old. The title
afterward, under which it became well
known, was "The World's Progress,
After several years Putnam entered
the employ of the puWsher and book
seller. John Wiley, and, at the age of
2G he became a partner ini the house.
Meanwhile he had traveled in Eng
land for his employer and again he
went to Iondon, where he established
a branch of the firm. While he was
ini London he published the "American Bookseller," and he compiled a
work called "American Facts," which
was published as an answer to Charles
Dieken's "American Notes." At 34
Putnam returned to, America and
went into business for himself in New
York. His most important enterprise
soon
afterward,
was undertaken
namely,-- the publication of Washington Irving's works. It proved a very
successful venture and he subsequent- ly published the works of James Feni

Improvements In the braking of
heavy passenger cars, the importance
of which can scarcely be overestimat
ed, will be described at a meeting of
be held by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers at its headquarters in this city next Tuesday even- ling. The tests to be described were
conducted recently by the Pennsyl
vania Railroad company in
ation with the Westmgnouse Air
A train of 12 steel
Brake company.
cars running at 60 nines an nour
stores up 224,000,000 foot pounds iof
energy. This is suficlent to raise the
entire train 120 feet. With prevailing
brake equipment such a train would
he stopped by an 'emergency applica
tion in a distance of 1,600 to 2,200
feet, accordinig to the truck rigging
and brake shoe design. The recent
tests showed that this distance has actually been reduced to 1,000 feet, or to
within the length or the train. This
was the result of improvements In
the truck brake design involving the
clasp brake, having two shoes per
wheel, and the location of the brake
shoes with reference to the horizontal center line of the wheels, in addition to improved methods of applying
the air brakes quickly and simultaneously and at a high pressure. Trains
of 15 years ago were stopped In about
half the distance prevailing in the
practice of today. Increased size and
weight of equipment brought an enThe retirely new brake problem.
cent tests seemlnlgly havs gone a long
way toward solving this problem and
at the same time have contributed
materially to the safety of the travel.
ing public.

E. ROMERO HOSE AND FIRE COMPANY
FURNISHES THE BEST OF SERVICE

a complete line of K & E waists and shirts for boys.
We are showing the new Spring patterns in this
line, and know that these are sure to appeal to you.
Others may

Only two prices. 50c and $1.00.
cost more, but are no better.

co-op-

We Are Exclusive Agents

c7
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IN MEMORY OF DICKENS

London, Feb. 7. The grave of
Charles Dickens, In Westminster Ab
decorated with
bey, was lavishly
flowers today in commemoration of
the one hundred and Second birthday
anniversary of the great novelist
Many pilgrims visdted the tomb, and
the numerous Dickens societies of
the United Kingdom held exercises in
celebration of the day.'

in anticipation of the hig meetings to
he held In connection with the Pan
ama exposition.

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Rev. James A. Lewis, Milaca, Minn.,
writes: "Chamberlain's Cough Rem-

edy has been a needed and welcome
guest in our home for a number of
years. I highly recommend it to my
fellows as being a medicine worthy of
trial in cases of colds, coughs and
croup." Give Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy a trial and we are confident
you will find it very effectual and
How Is Your Boiler?
It has been stated that a man's continue to use it as occasion requires
stomach Is his boiler, his body is his for years to come, as many others
engine and his mouth the fire box. Is have done. For sale by all dealers.
your boiler (stomach) In good working order or is it so weak that it will BALTIMORE FIRE ANNIVERSARY
not stand a full load and not able to
Baltimore, Md., Feb. 7. Throughout
supply the needed energy to your e
(body) ? If you have any trouble the business section flags were diswith your stomach Chamberlain's Tab- played today in observance of the
lets will do you good. They strength tenth anniversary of the great Balti
en and invigorate the stomach ana
enable it to do its work naturally. more fire and in celebration of the
Many very remarkable cures of stom- rebuilding of the city since the catasach trouble have been effected by tronhe. The fire of 1904 was one
hem. For sale by all dealers. Adv. of the most disastrous that has ever
visited an American city. It began
ON THE COAST
, HORSE RACING
on February 7 and raged for two days.
AssoThe
7.
San Francisco, Feb.
One hundred and forty acres, comciation, of California Agricultural Disprising 75 city blocks, with about
Paltrict Fairs held a meeting at the
were burned over.
ace hotel today to arrange a pro- 2,500 buildings,
was estimated at
loss
The
property
gram of dates for fairs and race meetover $100,000,000.
season.
The
the
coming
ings during
track owners and fair officials pre
dict a banner year for harness racing
Gas in the stomach or bowels Is a
on the Pacific coast, their prediction disagreeable symptom of a torpid
To get rid of it quickly take
being based on the expectation that liver.
HERBINE.
It Is a marvelous liver
east
in
of
stables
the
the
many
big
stimulant and bowel purifier. Price
and in Canada will be attracted here 50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
en-cin-

YOU'RE CONSTIPATED,

"CASCARETS"

BILIOUS!

YOUR
CLEAN
LIVER AND BOWELS TONIGHT!
FEEL BULLY!
Get a
box now.
No odds haw bad your liver, stom
ach or bowels; how much your head
acres, how miserable and uncomfortable you are from constipation, indi
gestion, biliousness and sluggish bow
WASTE-CLOGGE-

elsyou always get the desired results with Cascarets.
Don't let your stomach, liver and
bowels make you miserable.
Take
: Cascarets
tonight; put an end to the
headache, biliousness, dizziness, nerv
ousness, sick, sour, gassy stomach,
backache and lall other distress:
cleanse your
organs of all the
bile, gases and constipated matter
which is producing the misery.
A
box means health, happi
ness and a clear head for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
if you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All druggists sell Cascarets.
Don't forget the children their little
insides need a gentle cleansing, too,

eak, Inactive Kidneys Cause
Much' Trouble
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ELECTRIC CHAIR FOR SLAYER

Trenton N. J., Feb. 7 The week
beginning 'tomorrow has been fixed
as the time for the electrocution in
the state prison here of Antonio
E
pH
BLADDER
Flore, the Newark murderer. Fiore
was found guilty April 24 last of hav
Backache, rheumatism, and all kidney and bladder disorders
Mrs.
ing influenced his sister-in-laare caused from weak inactive kidneys, which fail to filter out
Madalene Ciccone, to administer rat
the poisons, and keep the blood pure. The only way to
poison to her husband. Tried for
cure such troubles is to remove
positively and
she
admitted
murder,
having given the cause. The permanently
reason
why
Foley Kidney Pills are the best
the poison, hut blamed Flore. At
medicine for kidney and bladder troubles is because they are
Fiore's trial she swore he ordered her made
wholly of those healing, strengthening and restorative
to kill her husband. Her sentence to
that nature needs to build up and renew these imdeath was then commuted to life im ingredients
portant and vital organs. See that you get Foley Kidney Pills
prisonment.
for your kidney and bladder troubles. They are tonic in action,

..UP

Hi

HEARD IN EAST LAS VEGAS
How Bad Backs Have Been Made
Strong Kidney Ills Corrected.
All over East Las Vegas you hear if.
Doan's Kidney Pina are keeping up
the good work. East Las Vegas peo
ple are telling about it telling of bad
backs made sound again. You can
believe the testimony of your own
townspeople.
They tell it for the benefit of you who are suffering. If
your back aches, if you feel lame, sore
and miserable.lf the kidneys move too

"THE FIRE QUEENS"

Here are the

two handsome mares over a mile, and did not show the efwhich pull the E. Romero Hose and fects of the hard work. They often
Fire company's qeuipment so rapidly run from the E. Romero station on
on the
to the scene of every fire in Greater Bridge street to remote places
East side, making rapid time.
Las Vegas during tfco course of each
The firemen
to have their

year.

You will see them on the stage at
the
annual Washington's birthday masquerade ball of the
hose company at the Duncan opera
house on the night of Monday, Februthirty-secon-

ary

23.

d

'

These horses ere m well loved by
the members of the volunteer fire
company that they have been christened "The Fire Queens.
They are
f pe'jdy and have great
endurance.
IJ""nUy they .made- a run on the lint
I'firiusrs ho':!f?vard to the State Hos-Hal for the. Insane, a distance of
1

plan
equipment on the stage of the opera
house the night of the dance. The
scene will be set to give the appearance of the interior of the E. Romero
Hose and Fire company's
station
house. The king and queen of the ball
will be crowned just in front of the
horses.
If the horses of the E. Romero Hose
and Fire company have speed and en
durance, they have no qualities not
I0! s(;?od by every member of the
company. The organization has been
ia exit'iterice for 32 yours and has
done valiant service. It has fought

fires without pay and has erected its
own station house and purchased its
own equipment. All the support it
receives from the public comes in the
receipts from the annual Washington's birthday ball. This affair always is a success, those who purchase
tickets getting their money's worth of
enjoyment as well as assisting the
company.
The company has 25 members, all
of whom are eager to respond toevery
fire alarm. The organization is more
efficient than many professional fire
companies.
Tho ticket selling campaign for the
dance will begin noon, andeverybody
is urged to buy, as by doin.tr so he
will he hflplng a worthy organlzalion
and at the fame time purchasing him-..!" a dandy evening's entertainment

:

frequently, or passages are painful,
scanty and off color, use Doan's Kidney pills, the remedy that has helped
so many of your friends and neigh
bors. Follow this East Las Vegas citi- zen's advice and give Doan's a chance
to do the same for you.
Mrs. Garfield FIshburn, 417 Tenth
street, East Las Vegas, N. M., says:
"The worth of Doan's Kidney Pills
has been fully demonstrated by their
use in our home. Besides my own experience, one other of our family has
used Doan's Kidney Pills and the results have been highly satisfactory.
We know they are fine kidney medi-

O. G. SCHAEFER

RED CROSS DRUG CO

THE OLD RELIABLE
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The Grand Canyon is a
mile deep, miles wide and
painted in sunset hues.
A short and inexpensive side trip
California line of the
Santa Fe. In a Pullman all the way
E! Tovar Holel, management Fred
accomHarvey, provides

from main

high-cla-

modations.

'

Foster-Milbtir-

I

a,

?

cine."

For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Donns and
talis no other. Adv.

coach alotiR-ri-

quick to give good results," and contain no harmful drugs.

'OSS,

Kelly

All you would like to know about
the Canyon is told in our booklet,
"Tiian of Chasms." Ask for it.
D.LBATCnKLOB.ARcnt
(10)

Sole Agents
Subscribe lor, 'The Optio.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY,

PLAIN

A GRAMMAR SCHOOL IN TIIE

STATE

MARYLAND

PRISON

Baltimore, Jan. 5, 1914.
Dear Teacher
You asked me soma time ago what
I was going to do when I get free.
When I get free I am going to do railroading. I used to run a shifter at
Sparrows Point at the same time I
thought I would like to run on a real
rail road but as I could not read or
write I could not get a Job. Now I
have the education to pass the examination of any rail road. So I can work
and go through life like a man. My
main trouble was I did not have the
learning to go through life except with
a pick and shovel, but I have the
education now to go through lite
Ing what is right. I remain
Your friend,
Bartilomer
'

Md.

Dec. 14, 1913.

My dear Wife.
I will take this present time to drop
you a few lines to let you hear from
me. I am well at present and truly
hope when these few lines reach you
they may find you the same. I am
sorry that I can not spend the Christmas with you but I hope that I can
spend Christmas with, you some day
for I think by the herp of the Lord
I will get home again. I am going
to live a better life than I did before

I am trying to make a man out of
my self and you can see that I can
write my own letters now. Good bye
Irom your husband.
Raymond

Balto Mi Dec 8, 1913.
My dear Wife.
I received your letter on Dee. 5 and
I am very glad to hear that you are
fill well and I let you know I am getting along very good, and You want
to know when my time is up I let
"you know my time will not be very
long until I be with you. and then we
"wil be happy again, my dear Wife I
want you to take good care of my little
boy and you do the best you can until
I will be home with you. I want you
to tell your" brother when he comes
down to see me I want him to bring
me some good home made cake for
my Christmas, and some good fresh
eggs, and some fresh butter and some
good sweet apples.
yours very loving husband
Our School

When I first begun coming to this
school I could not write my name.
This school has been a great help to
me I am glad that this chool has opened and I appreciate tms chooling that
I am getting In here it will help me
to get along in the out side world
if not in here. When I heard that the
Warden was going to open a school In
here I thought that was the best thing
that he could do for me when I am in
that school room I forget that I am In
the penitentiary 1 can put all my time
In this chool I dont Intend to miss a
night in the week.
These are letters written by

who had received a few months of
school of
training in the intra-murthe Maryland penitentiary at Baltimore, Md. Not one of the men had
had more than six months' teaching
and all of them, when the work began,
were pratlcally absolute illiterates, unable to hold their own in an educated
and efficient age for lacK of the mere
rudiments of reading and writing. The
first letter explains Itself. The second
was written by a negro who had come
into the prison an entirely unlettered
criminal. The third is the letter of an
Italian "blackhander," who gained his
first knowledge of writiDg in the prison schooi. The last is a testimonial
written after about a half a year of
That is the sort of work
teaching.
that is being done In this modern
in the problem of what a
prison may do for its inmates in addition to merely confining them, under
the reform program of .the present
warden, John F. Leonard.
This work, which is aiming to make
of the prison a place for training the
convicts to be useful workers after
their release, Instead of allowing it to
be simply a place of punishment, has
been comprehensively reviewed by the
school superintendent, himself a convict, In recent reports of the Baltimore News. The need of an educational provision had long been clear
to the mind of the present warden,
says the superintendent, telling of the
start of thework some two years ago.
In his daily practice of seeing the discharged prisoners off 'with a parting
word of encouragement at the door,
he was impressed by the shame of
having men of apparent intelligence
admit to the prison clerk that they
could not sign their names in receipt
for their property held in his posses'
slon. The handicap of these
seemed heavy enough without
adding that of illiteracy, and a sense
of the state's responsibility for neglecting to, furnish eaticational opportunity during the time of their incar
ceration made Itself uncomfortably
felt."'. At the following meeting of the
penitentiary board of directors the
school was authorized. Illiteracy is
the real cause 'of many a man's coming to the penitentiary, and they were
serving their sentences and going out
again, if anything, worse off and with
less equipment for life's struggle than
when they entered,
constituting a
greater menace to society than ever
before.
Of the 13S men who composed the
first classes In the school for Illiter

ates of the intra-mursystem 66 were
convicted of crimes such as murder,
to kill, or
manslaughter, assaults
rob; 22 of crimes against the person,
rape and kindred offenses; 28 of crimes
against property, involving menace to
life, crimes such as robbery, burning
dweliugs, and burglary, leaving but 20
men, the smallest group, convicted for
crimes purely against property, generally plain larceny.
Five of the men were serving life
men sentences; one Is serving 35 years;
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From Two Prosperous Housewives, About Peruna.
Mrs. E. T. Gad- of Marion,
North Carolina,
writes to the Pedl3,

lumbus,
"Before
menced
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Sl'ntBrock
Whiskey
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In the life of even the best of us, there are days when "all
the ginger seems to have been knocked out of us", and the
world looks "mighty blue". At such a time you will find in
Sunny Brook The Pure Food Whiskey a safe, satisfying, pleasant stimulant, which will almost instantly brace up your entire
system, and put new life into body and brain. Its strongly developed medicinal properties make j the use of Sunny Brook, in
moderation, highly beneficial and healthful,
in tha World are
The Lrtrt P'iTIw cf TincO'd
back of SHMiy Brook 1 he Pure food Whukey besides, Sunny
Brook Is bottled under the Green Government Stamp a pos'thre
and that it reaches
assurance that It is U. S. Government 10O
you with its natural purity and matchless quality fully preserved.
Wl-ieW-

SUNNY BROOK is now bottled with our own patpntwJ
" lmislr?"
tin
stopper. One ttr.st uttcotks or
botue ht,iit.

t"

TVIEY1$I0 CO.
TI'IIS
General Distributor,
Albuquerque,

N.Mex.

Co.,

Co-

Ohio.
I com-

to take
Peruna I could
not do any hard

work without
suffering:
great
pain. I took Pe- " B"u lmt"
Mr.E.T.Gaddis alin,
and can say
with pleasure they have done more
for me than any other medicine I
have ever taken. Now I am as well
as ever. I do all my own work and
it never hurts me at all. I think
Peruna is a great medicine for
womankind."
Mrs. Sarah Frye, No. . 105 Sylvan
Ave., Asbury Park, N. J., writes: "I
have no words to express my grati-

tude for the wonderful cure that
Peruna has done for me. It Is a
godsend to all suffering women. Peruna has done
wonderful work for
'
me.

"I was sick over half of my life
with systemic catarrh. I want thia
letter published far and wide, as I
was a great sufferer, but
I
feel as well as anybody can feel.
"Nearly all my life I have spent
nearly all I could rake and scrape for
doctors, but none of them did me
any good. Eut since I started on
your Peruna one year ago I have at
last found relief In your wonderful
Peruna. I had begun to think that I
was not going to get well, but thank
to-d-

God I am well
"I hope and pray you may live long
to heip others as you have helped
me. Instead of being a walking drug
store I am growing fat and doing
welL I will never be without Pey.

runa."

Thsco who object to liquid medican now procure Peruna
cines

Tablets.

four were serving more than 20 years;
19 more than 15 years; 18 more than
10 years; 36 had sentences exceeding
five years; 30 sentences
exceeding
three years, and 23 escaped with three
years and less. The average sentence,
excluding the five "liters," was eight
years per man. The teachers were all
inmates of the prison.
For the purpose of sorting the pupils
into classes, the one and highest possible standard was a test of each
man's ability to reaa' the English alphabet in part or whole, and the
school was divided into two general
classes based on that distinction; the
d
highest consisting of less than
of the school enrollment. Smaller
groups were then formed and teachers
assigned.
Some of the foundation lines upon
which the written alphabet is built
were placed on the blackboards and
those pupils who knew no letters put
to practicinig them. It was pathetic,
but also very amusing, to see how
helpless these men were with a pencil
finbetween their big
gers. They had to be shown many
times the proper way to hold their
pencils, and some of the older men
declared, and thought, that they could
never learn to hold one. Big, stalwart men to whom a crowbar, pick,
or the heaviest laboring Implement
would have been nothing to handle,
were completely at the mercy of a
"Faber No. 2."
The alphabet was taught, and as
quickly as the printed letters were
learned the pupils were taught to form
the written characters. At the end
of the first month the standard for
the lower, which were also the main,
classes was a knowledge of the printed
alphabet to a degree that they could recognize the letters and readily name
any letter pointed out on the blackboard, also reading and writing the
written alphabet up to "H." The
smaller class of "advanced" men had
in the meanwhile mastered a surprisingly large number of primer words,
using them in small sentences.
School work was a new thing in the
lives of these men and required the
use of faculties dormant and never
before exercised. They lacked the
power of concentrating their minds
and memories, and had to be taught
how as well as what to study. One
of the peculiar things was the absolute
inability of some of the men to retain the forms of the letters In their
memories. They could learn a ' new
letter as quickly and make It as well
as any other pupil, but for every new
letter learned an old one was forgotten.
Each pupil was studied that we
might have appeal to the epeclal interest In his life that would be most
beneficial by the acquirement of education. It was also an object to provide instruction for those inmates
who, though abel to read and write,
desired to add to what they already
'
had; so an institutional correspondence school was provided for their
benefit. The arrangement made to
meet the whole situation resulted In
the present "intra-MurStfhool,' with
its separate departments for male and
female Illiterates, and a correspondence school for all capable of profiting by that form of instruction.'
The school for male Illiterates Avas
the first to open, and lta present aim
is tha elimination of ' illiteracy from
one-thir-

labor-stiffene- d

:

1914.

7,

the male prison. It is working with
Van Horn and Mrs. Abbott. A'. .
the purpose of overcoming the illiterMisses Myers and Webb, Jits
acy that has been accumulating for
risette, and Miss M. Laird, T
many years and is anticipating the
Messrs. Van Horn and Clay.
.i
ND
time when, its present material workMessrs.! Taylor, Moore, Ha
ILL
ed up and graduated into the corresi
Gehring and Paice. Organist j
Mann- pondence school, the illiterate prisonMarie
Crucifer
Jlcu
er may find a school desk awaiting
Spless.
Finally Restored To Health
him upon entering the prison.
This church Is open daily for prlvata
By Lydia E. Pinkham's
Four tiers of 112 adjoining rooms
CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE prayer and meditation.
are set aside exclusively for pupils of
CONCEPTlON-Adri- an
Rabeyrolle,
Vegetable Compound.
this school. Apart from all other conCHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIET- Ypastor.
veniences, tluls arrangement Is benefiBellevne, Ohio. "I was in a terrible
First mass at 7 :00 a.m.; second mass Regular services every Sunday morncial to the school, as it throws all the state before I took Lydia E. Pinkham's at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday
Vegetable Com- and Spanish at 3 p m, in Spanish at evening at $ o'clock In O. R. C. haiL
pupils together. They are neighbors
pound. My back
from the time they enter their room
acheduntil I thought 3;30 p. m. Rosary an; benediction
after the working day is finished unFIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Comes
it would break, I had of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.
til they scatter to their various shops
pains all over me, m.
of Main and Sixth streets, Rev. N. B.
,
from the dining room on the following
nervous feelings and
Sunday school for Erglish speak- Green, Pastor.
periodic troubles. I ing and Spanish speaking children
morning.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
was very weak and
Having these men together, with
every Sunday at 1:30 p. ra.
Morning worship with sermon at
down
was
and
run
their community of Interest, we think,
11 a. m.
ever
of
losing
hope
tends to concentrate the schooi influCHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORB. Y. P. U. at 6:30 p. m.
being well and
ence and create a helpful atmosphere
strong. After tak- ROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
Evening worship with sermon at
around them. They can always hear
ing Lydia E. Pink- First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun 7:30 p. m.
other men drilling themselves in spell- barn's Vegetable Compound I improved
The church extends a cordial la-lay excepted. Second mass 8.30;
ing and reading, and when one man rapidly and today am a well woman. I sermon In English, hymns rendered tation to the
public.
how
and
feel
tell
cannot
I
I
happy
you
knows that his neighbor on either side
cannot say too much for your Compound. by the children under the direction
is applying time to preparation
of Would not be without it in the house if of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mats
CHURCH
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
school work It is very likely to sug- ft cost three times the amount" Mrs,
at 10:30 a. m., sermon In Spanish.
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor, DougBelle-vu7to
him that he do likewise.
gest
Chas. Chapman, R. F.D. No. From 3 to 4 Sunday school.
At 4 las avenue and Tenth street.
School means a new interest In life
Ohio.
,
of the Blessed SacraBenediction
Morning worship and sermon at 11
to these .men but they have small
Woman's Precious Gift.
ment. At the New Mexico Hospital, o'clock.
control over thoir own minds. While
The one which she should most zeal- for the Insane, mass every fourth
Bible study and Sunday school sesa teacher i.i ta'king c cne of them he ously guard, is her health, but it is
the pastor.
sion at 6:45 a. m.
can comma il undivided attention, hut the one most often neglected, until Sunday by
Society of Christian Endeavor at
when he leaves that pupil after as- some ailment peculiar to her sex has
FIRST M. E. CHURCH CoTt
so af6:30
When
her.
p. m.
itself
fastened
upon
some
small
to
lessoon
be studsigning
such women may rely upon Lydia Eighth and National avenue. Rev. hi.
fected
church extends a most hearty
The
ied he will find on turning back that
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, a C. Anderson, pastor.
to all people. Visitors and
welcome
although the pupil's eye may be on remedy that has been wonderfully sucSunday school, 9:46. Morning wor- sojourners In the city especially welthe book, his mind is1 travelling in the cessful in restoring health to suffering
,
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock.
comed.
worn path of habit. In the beginning, women.
League, 6:15 p. m. Evening
doubt
and for some time after, they can do
If yon have the slightest
worship with sermon at 7:30 o'clock.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH, Cor.
little by themselves, although they do that Lydia E. Pinkham's VegetaA cordial Invitation Is extended to ner of Main and
Eighth streets. Rev.
write
will
ble
you,
help
con
Compound,
gradually get their minds under
all who have no other place of wor- J. .L. Imhof, pastor.
trol. As they advance, lessons can to Lydia E.PInkham nieaictneuo.
for ad- ship to attend Clvine .ervlces at this Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
be given to he prepared out of school, (confidential) Lynn.Mass.,
vice. Your letter will be opened, church.
Communion and preaching 11 a. ro.
and by themselves in the schoolroom. read and answered by a woman,
Christian Endeavor, 6:30 p. m.
until when the advanced classes are and held in strict confidence.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH
Evening service, 7:30 p. m.
reached they can do surprisingly well.
Rev. J. S. Moore. Rector, 716 National
The church welcomes the public atThe men are first taught to read
Las Vegas.
East
avenue,
the services.
tending
the printed and read and write the spelled by the man ahead, although he
Feb. 8, 1914.
Septuagesima,
written alphabets, then the reading spelled his own correctly, he and "Ul
THE SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH,
Holy Communion, 7:30.
and spelling of simple words. In these the other fellows who let the error
Railroad and National Avenues.
Sunday school, 9:45.
earlier stages a spelUing book Is used, uncorrected would lose place to the.
James E. Richard, pastor.
Morning prayer anu sermon, 11.
but simply for convenience, fts it con- a. an down the line who noticed and
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hours of service::
missthe
own
tains the printed alphabet and
and the
correctly spelled his
73, "Alleluia, Song of Glad
Hymn
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7:45 p. m.
first words taught Copies are made ed word. This keeps the whole class
Sabbath School, 9:30 a. m.
ness,'" (Dulce Carmen).
of the written alphabet for each man attentive, and exercising on every
Venite Exultemus Domino, Chant,
B. Y. P. U., 6:30 p. m.
to Insert in his book. The blackboards word given out.
If you are without a church home
(Robinson).
are used freely in all classes and the
The writer does not claim that thers
Gloria Patri, Chant, (Robinson.)
come!
We can help you.
pupils are given chances to' show off is less inherent honesty among the il
Te Deum Laudamus, in E flat, (E. E.
If you- are looking for church wor'i
their knowledge, or lack of It. Spell- literate and ignorant than among ptr
come! Ton can help us.
Madeira.)
ing books are soon discarded and lists sons having education to some degree,
("W. Crotch.)
Benedictus,
Chant,
of connected words containing an as- but observation and statistics convince
The Best Cough Medicine
Hymn 505, "Fight the Good Fight,"
sortment of nouns, verbs, adjectives that the majority of the major crimes,
"I have used Chamberlain's Cov
(W. Boyd.)
and adverbs are substituted, a number those offences against which society
Remedy ever since I have been V
'.
Sermon.
house," says L. C Hames, of
of words being given each session ac- needs to fight the hardest are commit
Anthem, "In the Beginning God ing
Ala. "I consider it one
bury,
to
the
the
of
class.
ted
the
the capacity
ignorant, and that
by
cording
and "Lead Kindly Light," best remedies I ever used. My cu.
Created,"
By this means "thfe pupil's attention te crimes of the Ignorant are usually of (A. F. M.
dren have all taken it and it wor"i
Custance.)
limited to the last and previous les- that nature. They are punished In
502, "Heirs of Unending Life" like a charm. For colds, and
Hymn
sons and he cannot get ahead until an unintelligent manner, better caling cough it is excellent." F
(J. G. Nagell.)
by all dealers. Adv.
the teacher, satisfied that he has culated to instil rancor than repenPresentation of Alms, Chant, (Anon)
learned the work already given fur- tance. The object of the prison school
Hymn 450, "All Hail the Power of
Don't You Believe It
nishes a new list Ordinarily he gets is to cure and remove the initial cause Jesus'
Name," (O. Holden.)
Some say that chronic constlpaf
a new list each night containing from of crimes originating in ignorance or
Full vested choir and cruicifer com- cannot be cured. Don't you believe
six to! 10 new words.
Tablets have curA
inability to profit by thought produc- posed, of the following: Sopranos
Chamberlain's
j
The words are read by the teacher, ing and character-buildinreading, to Misses Myers, Lowry, Van Petten, others why not you? Give them
trial. They cost only a quarter. FoA
their meaning and use explained, and awaken pride and ambition and to furMills,
Hart, Noyes, Mrs. sale by all dealers. Adv.
Winters,
; t
on the following evening the class Is nish the means of attaining awakened
.
supposed to know, or learn, how to ambition. '
The final test of such an institution,
spell these words, and are made to
write sentences containing each word. of course, is whether me men It turns
i
and useful
After the sentences are written the out remain
i
teacher has them read aloud, and of- citizens. The experience of the sehuol
1
ten when a pupil hears his work read in this respect has been encouraging.
ELECTRIC LIGHT is a fine light for
offiIs
his
own
not a recognized prison
he can correct
errors; if not, There
,
little nes, soft,
and
the other pupils are given the chance cial anywhere, says the writer of the
to make the corrections; thus the review of its work, whose institution
safe. School work me ms
entire class benefits by the mistakes. contains a school, tiiat is not an ad-study. Will you
The
spelling "bee" is
.i;a and witness of its value. Ther-archildren's young eyes with poor ila favorite exercise. We use it witn
prisons where schools have been
that innovation whereby a misspelled in operation for a number of years
lumination when Llectr.c Light is
word goes by without comment fioci whose officials claim that not one
so economical? You will find
the teacher until one of the pupils graduate" has ever been returned io
availcatches It up. The first man up might prison, and all statistics and
wonderfully convenient
trifling
miss his word, but the teacher would able information on this subject show
cost.
who do repeat are
make no sign, passing on to the next that the
man with a new word. If that man a negligible minority.
The latest bulletin on prison schools,
did not call attention to the word mis- If you are not now enjoying
benI IJ
issued by the United States Burvau of
efits of Electric Light in your home,
education, whicih had gone to press
intra-murawas
l
opschool
you should have your house wired
before the
whole
number
the
of
ened, gives
prison
for electricity AT ONCE. You need
schools In the United States and Canhave no fear for your wails, ceilings
ada as 44. The wardens of our penior decorations I he wiring can be
tentiaries and their supervisor are
Comfort and Safety Assured Before
schools
not
unless
they
maintaininlg
done quickly and without
the Arrival of the Stork.
see the proved results.
or muss.
l
school has not been
The
in existence long enough to furnish
A.'
much corroboration to the repeated
Phone us TODAY, or call
our ofclaims that graduates of such schools
fice
relative to equipping your home
do not return to prison, but If the ef
fect on the pupils and a comparison of
for complete electric service. Or any
their dispositions and prison records
reputable electrical contractor will
The old Baylns? what Is home without before and since entering school is
a mother should add "Mother's Friend." any criterion by which their future
give you a low
In thousands of American homes there
Is a bottle of this aplendid and famous rem- can be judged, the school Is doing all
edy that has aided many a woman through that was expected of it
ordoal, saved her from

inn linn

runa

Criminals Are Being Turned Into Useful Citizens Grown Men
Are Taught How to Read and WriteThe Success of an Experiment in Adding a Training for Future Work and Usefulness to
Punishment for Past Failure.
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the trying
suffering
and pain, kept her In health of mind and
of
In
advance
and had Safe for Babies, Effective
coming
baby's
body

a

most wonderful Influence Id developing

a

healthy, lovely disposition in the child.
There Is no other remedy so truly a help
to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieve!
the pain and discomfort caused by the
etraln on the ligaments, makes pliant those
fibres and muscles which nature Is expanding and soothes the toaammatlon of breast

DONT

for

ups
That's Foley's Honey and Tar Com
pound. It has the confidence of your
drua-gist-

,

DO IT NOW.

DELAY.

IS (VQ TIAIH LIKE.

PRESENT.

who knows It will give you

satisfaction. W. W. Nessrnith. States- boro. Ga.. savs: "I have used Folev'a
Honey and Tar Compound In my fam
glands.
ily and have sold it In my store ana
Friend
sn
Mother's
external remedy, It never tails to cure." Refuse a sub- lg
acta quickly and not only banishes all dis- stitute. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
tress in advance, but assures a speedy and
Adv.
Thug Drug Etoro.
complete recovery for the mother.
she becomes a healthy woman with all her
strength preserved to thoroughly enjoy the
rearing of her child. Mother's Friend can
be had at any drag store at fl.otv a bottle,
end la really one of the greatest blesslnira
ever discovered for expectant mothers.
Write to Brartflcld Regulator
To., 128
tamar BM.. Atlanta, a f.on their Ices
It is most Instructive.
book. Write

VMEPE

Grown-

A scald, burn or severe cut herds
The fnmilv that
Mowlv if nc'lected
itrw, hot tie of MLT.ARtvs fvdW
LINIMENT on hand is aKav prePrW 2rc,
pared for such scrlrlpnts.
and 11.00 per nettle. Sold by On-fra- l
Drug Co. Adv.
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would be held on us that we couldn't
call our souls our own
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CROSSINGS
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Fortunately tho reformers of the
blue law variety are not In control
ESTABLISHED 1879.
and the moving picture shows, where
we may go and see the drama porPublished by
trayed and where scenes from foreign
lands are brought to us at a low price,
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
are very numerous everywhere. They
(IncorpoMited.)
are not alone numerous In all cities
and towns of America, but have spread
m. M. PADGETT
Editor. to
IS
PERMANENT
IMPROVEMENT
foreign lands. ,
And everywhere young' and old flock
BEING MADE BY THE ROAD
to the moving picture shows and come
COMMISSION
away benefited lcstea4 of having
their immortal souls forever damned
Recently five masonry crossings
seen there.
have
have
the
been built just south of here on
things
they
by
Entered at the postoffice at East
o
the
Las
road, and
i58 VegaB, New Mexico, for
more
built
will
several
at once"
be
through the United fates
A KADIUJl STANDARD
ooha
This
is
under
the
work
being
'ipalla aa second class matter.
management of the San Miguel counRadium charlatans, some of whom ty road commission, under the direcmembers Of the medical prof
are
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
tion of Jesus Martinez. The crossings
already have made their appear- are handsome in design and are perCarrier
Dally, by
RaX'5 ance, according to officers of the
manent in construction.
Pr Copy
jt )j
to
Ktn Week
.16 dium Institute of America, and
The stone bridges include the crossdSfitt Month
.65 checkmate them as far as possible the
,
ing at the gulch In the valley about
ADne Year
7.E0 Radium Institute will be prepared af- two miles south of Las Vegas, which,
ter February 1 to test the contents of
X Dally, by Mall
during disagreeable weather, was one
tDae year (In advance)
$6.00 any tube of alleged radium suhmitted of the many bad places on the
3.00 to its experts for examination and
Six Months (In advance)..'
road, and a number of oth7.50 tell how much real radium theer is in ers
3uq Year (in arrears)
spanning gulches caused by heavy
3.75 the tube.
iVtx Months (In arrears)
rains.
The tests will be made at Columbia ' These
crossings form the permanent
In the laboratories of the
University
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
part of 'the new road that is being
Professor built. This
department of physics.
'
GROWER
highway will be a big fac'B. Pegram will have charge of tor
George
the straightening out of
toward
One Year
..$2.00
the tests, and they will 'he made with the route and will eliminate many bad
mx Months
1.00
out any fee as a contribution to the
places that are now encountered.
public welfare.
About
ten, teams and men are employ(Cash In Advance for Mail .
In preliminary tests 'ft'Tias
ed daily.
Subscriptions)
found that radium tubfis' 'capable" of
The work being done on this road
Slemlt by ) check, draft or money throwing off a brilliant glow in a dark
Is but one of the activities being carrder. If sent otherwise we will not room contain often no more than
ried on constantly by the road com4 responsible for loss.
of 1 per cent u 1 per cent of mission. The results of its labor thus
Specimen copies free on application radio-activ-e
matter, whereas any tube far are
complete success. Every piece
of radium employed In the treatment of road that Is
repaired is made perALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT of a cancer patient ought to contain manent, thus assuring he future value
at the minimum 25 per cent of pure of the road. The vaiue of this work
EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR
radium, and to be classified "high cannot be estimated. Persons
living in
grade" the tube should contain ap- the country or using the roads freproximately 98 per cent of the pure quently praise the work that has been
Advertisers are guaranteed the product.
done, although the majority of the
tersest dally and weekly circulation
The suggestion that the Radium Inof any newspaper' in northern New stitute should have tests made of rad- townspeople do hot realize what has
been accomplished.
.
SSexico.
ium offered for the treatment of canThe work at the Rocky Cut is becer patients was made by Professor
ing pushed rapidly and the approaches
C. F. Chandler,' who for many years
TELEPHONES
are being made. This work is being
Main 2 was head of the department of chem- done
Business Office
by a convict gang which has
Newt Department
....Main 9 istry of Columbia University and Is been located at this place for some
chairman of the board of directors of
time. When completed this cut, which
the Radium Institute of America. Pro is
known to all tourists as tho worst
1914.
FEBRUARY
SATURDAY,
7,
fessor Chandler consulted with Profesin this county, will be equipped
place
sor Ceorge B. Pegram of the departan
with
easily traveled highway. The
GOING AGAINST TUBUS
ment of physics, from whom he learn
road will be thrown up on the
present
PLATFORM
ed that apparatus already had been
side of the hill about seven feet. Both
installed in the laboratories of the de
to the cut will be well
approaches
All the) democratic newspapers are pnrtment to make radium tests.
built
and
smooth,
making the entire
rtlLgiug a chorus of jubilation because
The proposed tests will not be made
the
gap
nearly as speedy
through
trip
'.he "rusts are being dissolved without
according to the old standards that as if the stretch were a straight road.
It is stated that the have been In use since Madam Curie
jirobocutlons.
Las Vegans should visit the places
runts are cowering because the dem- - discovered radium, hut will be made
worked by the commission and
7'o Cat has been shaken at them. upon a new basis, with the strength being
see whath as been done. This would
But It la In direct contradiction to of pure radium Instead of the strength
add to the pleasure of paying road tax.
tth democratic platform to dissolve of uranium, from which radium comes,
tbt- - trusts In that way.
They should as the basis for computation.
bm put through the courts, fined hear- The new method was put into prac- rUIIT MORGAN LIKED
fly and deprived of all their privileges tice on January 16 folowing the arriv
it the democrats follow out the dec al In this country of a speck of rad
THE DIXIES SHOW
larations of their platform. Here is ium weighing '20 milligrams from the
the plank on that subject:
laboratories of 'Madame Curie. This
'
"We condemn the action of the re speck of radium came from a small
NEWSPAPER
SAYS
publican administration in compromis- quantity produced for the govern- COLORADO
THEIR SINGING WAS OF
ing with the Standard Oil company ments and the leading scientific laborEXCELLENT CHARACTER
&hti the tobacco trust and its failure atories of the world of "standard" radto. invoke the criminal provisions of ium after an international
congress
A large audience is expected at the
t
the
law against the officers had decided that a new system of
entertainment to be given at the Dun
of (hose corporations after the court computation was needed.
can opera house Monday evening by
o bnd declared from the undisputed
the Dixie Quintette. This is the third
d
ROAST
CARUSO
FOR
facts of the record that they had
Caruso is the bifwnst joke in the number of the lyceum course being
the criminal provisions of the
musical world. Nearly every phon- given this winter by the Y. M. C. A.
law."
ln other words the democrats are ograph owner has one or two Caruso The jury box in the balcony of the
has been reopened and can
doing exactly the eame thing they records, which are played when com- theater
be
by theater parties.
to
comes
on
engaged
and
such
the
house,
condemn the republicans for having pany
Colo., liked the per
Fort
ec
Morgan,
to
look
conoccasions
tries
are
eame
time
the
everybody
at
and
done,
of
the
Dixies, according to
formance
records.
Carusd
static.
ftever
But
the
gratulating themselves for having
the newspaper of
from
the
following
Carusoare
is
times.'"
at
other
played
'done It
that
place:
bluff.
a
If he is Art in singling,
big
The platform of the democrats also
If laughter Is a criterion of excel
interference with the the average man will prefer his Art
denounced
the Dixie
In capsule form. He bellows and rants lence in entertainment
the
atate
and
of
deplored
any
Tights
the
in the
is
best
among
"when
and1'
Quintette
makes
but
a
the
great noise,
tendency to magnify and enlarge
This organization appearbusiness.
or
two
him
heard
have
three
you
federal
government
of
the
powers
ed before an audience which taxed
Since they have acquired control of times he 'gives you a
the
capacity ofl the Methodist church
delirThe
who
become
pain.
people
the
however,
federal
the
government,
on
night, presented a proare
over
ones
are
Monday
who
Caruso
ious
the
situation has an entirely different
melodies and blackface
of
negro
over
which
Lisa,-gram
"Mona
enraptured
Times.
Oklahoma
for them.
City
several hundred
and
kept
the
to
chromos
with
he
comedy
isn't
compared
P. Q. Vickery, of Augusta, Maine, used people's risibilities for two hours.
The entertainment by the company
.SPREAD OF THE MOVING
to give with his Fireside Visitor, when
PICTURES
cents for a. three-year- s wesQtxL Like others of Jthebr race
you paid twenty-fiv- e
the members of the quintette are giftsubscription. Walt Mason.
ed with that naturat dramatic talent
Nearly all of us can remember how
the reformers used to yell when the CANADIAN SNOWSHOE "CARNIVAL and vocal ability which has characterFeb. 7. Hun- ized the negro for decades, , The Dixie
Montreal, Quebec,
moving picture business was in its
!"
infancy. They declared that the mov dreds of snowsboeing enthusiasts singers were capable in olq work, but
ing picture corrupted the morals of journeyed to Sherbrooke tod& for the their forte is ensemble numbers, the
the young and led the old people opening of the annual carnival of the quartette and quintette selections beastray. Everything that could be said Canadian Snowshoe "Union. The car ing especially well song.
against the movies was ejaculated! as nival program covers a period of two The best received portions of the
yi'tkly as possible, but it did't stop days and provides for a torchlight program were the "scene"; .from a
them.
meeting and the Imitation of an
parade, a banquet and other social
Thousands ofj people wanted to see features, in addition to a series of oldtime negro minstrel performance.
the wicked movies, just to find out races ranging in distance from 100 The former was possibly, the best of
r wicked
the two, although the jests and "gags"
they were, and they have yards to three miles.
lifi-of the minstrel Imitation were progoing to thw fiows ever since.
'T'k'3' do not g) b. .i.ise the shows are
Important conferences of the rail ductive of .laughter.
f c or .because tcy are sussestive, road brotherhods and executive off- The tenor and basso were particubecause they are instructive and icers of the Oklahoma State Federa larly good in the quartette numbers
In. cresting.
tion of Labor are to be held in Okla and the basso solos were appreciated.
ft is a good thing for thia world homa City next week to determine The rendition of the Armorer's, song
: i the people in if; that the
what attitude they shall take in the from, Robin Hood, follow hi g "Opd
do not govern m entirely. Few coming stale campaign
BlacfcJoe" with quartette accompaniI far between are the pleasures
!
ment was good.
.t(Hw,V
'
wosiid prmit us to enjoy. They
Ireland's first strike took place in
i 8tIwt onr teereaMtms ; 1 they Dubll about one hundred years ago,
The Order: of, Railway Telegraphers
'd (scrutinize o.r morals every when the great piers of Kingstown gained 1,109 new members in Decem- .v
ber.
g(h a tirfit rein harbor were being constructed.
,1
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A Valentine
Fire Company
Prepares for Dance, j ,,,,
The E. Romero Hose and Fire company held a meeting last night for
rtjie purpose of making the final arrangements for its big annual masquerade dance which will occur on
February 23. The meeting brought
forth the fact that the committees
are doing their work well and that
the enthusiasm over the dance
throughout the city is increasing.
The proclamations for the dance
have been Issued and will be mailed
next week. They are notifications in
the form of. pretty folders with a picture of the company's handsome tire
team and announce the big event
given in honor of the King and Queen
of Frivolity. In. this proclamation it
is announced that the dance will start
at 8:30 o'clock on the night of February 23 at the Duncan opera house.
The maskers will have full charge of
the floor until 11 o'clock, when dancings for all will begin. There will be
two orchestras present at the ball,
assuring continuous music. The rules
and regulations for the dance, which
are also on the proclamations, are as
follows:
None but maskers in full costume
will be permitted upon the floor between the hours of 8:30 and 11:00.
After that hour, the floor will be
open to all dancers.
Maskers must identify themselves
at the door to the inspection commit
tee, which will be composed of several
of the most prominent citizens of the
city. It must be understood that no
objectionable characters will be permitted in the hall.
There will be no general unmasking called for all maskers being permitted to unmask where and when
they please.
Gentlemen masked in female costume will not be allowed to enter the
ladies' dressing room. Any attempted
violation of this rule will mean expulsion from the hall.
Tango dancing and ragging will be
allowed only when it is danced in the
proper steps and the floor committee
reserves the righj; to. stop or eject
any couple who in their judgment are
not dancing properly.
Subjects not desfrlng- to prepare
their costumes, may have their wants
supplied by the largest costume concern in the west, ten days before the
carnival. Knowing that our many loyal subjects will gladly avail
of this opportunity to revel
with us, and anticipating a glorious
evening, we remain
Faithfully yours,

the daintiest remembrance of the year.

.

The slightest token gives pleasure, why
not give something that will endure for a
longer time!

First Elite Dance
Is a J oily Affair
;Last Wednesday evening at the ar
mory occurred the first of a series
of dances that will be given during
the winter and spring. The dances
are known as the Elite dances, and
are
in that they are invitation affairs and' open only to those
who receive bids. Judging from the
success of the affair Wednesday even-to- g
the dances will prove the most
popular form of amusement for Las
Vegas society that has been' started
here for some time.
C. J. Fuhst, the manager of the
dances, is pleased with the
tion accorded him by the Las Vegas
society folk and assures them of the
best of dances. He will furnish any
kind of a baile the majority of his
patrons request
The music was furnished by the
Simison orchestra, which was forced
to play faster nrasrc than usual as
the dancers seem to have taken
strongly to fast and lively music. This
feature of the evening added to the
attractiveness of the affair.
Although the attendance at the
dance given Wednesday was good,
Mr. Fuhst expects even a larger attendance at the next dance, which will
be given on Wednesday evening,
February 18.
Those present were Dr. and Mrs.
Cunningham, Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Speiss, Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Kelly,
Mr. and Mrsj Herbert Clark, Mr. and
Mrs. S. B. Davis, Jr., Mr, and Mrs. E.
D. Raynolds, Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Trumbull, Mr. and Mrs. E. J. McWenie, Mr.
and Mrs. A. B. Livingood, Miss Helen
Cunningham, Miss Kathryin Drake,
Miss Helen Kelly, Miss Louise Cun
ningham, Miss Marguerite Cluxton,
Miss Lucy Clement, Miss Frances My
ers, Miss Regina Stern, Miss Caroline
Greenberger, Miss Mary Harris, Miss
Marie Mann, Miss Grace Elliott, Miss
Flo De Lamar, Miss M. L. Pugh, Miss
Audrey Burns, Miss Opal Jones, Miss
Amelia Jones, Miss Julia Ettinger, Mr.
Orrin Blood, Mr. Ralph Rohrer, Mr.
Cecil Boucher, Mr. Lee Gerard, Mr.
A. E. DesMarais, Mr. Colbert C. Root,
Mr. William Springer, Mr. Wallace
Watson, Mr. Donald Hart, Mr. Emlle
Clement, Mr. Cecil Paice, Mr. O. L.
Hargrove, Mr. Simon Lewis, Mr. Frank
KING AND QUEEN Ambrose) Mr. Frank
Ettinger, Mr.
OF FRIVOLITY
Jack Stewart, Mr. Walter Parkin and
them-selve-

4
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Mr. L. T. Swallow..

,

Symphony Orchestra
Holds Rehearsals
A musical
organization has been
launched in Las Veas which is expect
ed to furnish music of a high class.
This is a symphony orchestra. Two
rehearsals have been held, proving
that the players have the ability to

,

Everyone likes something in jewelry.
Perhaps a Gold Filigree Beauty Pin, a
Cameo Lavallxer or a Ring"and if a true
Valentine anypiece of jewelry in Amethyst
Something for the table may please the
wife, a stick pin or cuff links for the men.
Sentiment and giving go hand in hand.
We will assist you in your selection at
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Mrs. Gortner Gives
Two Charming Parties.
Mrs. W E. Gortner was hostess at
two delightful parties this week which
added materially to the pleasure of
society folk. Wednesday the first af-

Mrs. H. F. Tilton, Mrs. Whelfon, Mrs.
M. F.
DesMarais, Mrs. J. Vollmer,
Mrs. E. Breese, Mrs. E. J. McWenie,
Mrs. E. I). Raynolds, Mrs. John
s,
Mrs. Frank Manzanares, Miss
Bessie Cooley, Miss Rebecca Henri-quefair occurred and the second was
Miss Emma Tamme, Miss Milgiven this afternoon. Mrs. Gtrtner's dred Browne, Miss Jeanette Ward,
ability to entertain is well established Miss Marjorie Shaw and Miss Mossy
and these two affairs added to her York.
Rob-bin-

z,

reputation as a charming hostess.
Those present at tna affairs were
Mrs, Herbert W. Clark, Mrs. D. J. Elks to Give
Leahy, Mrs. C. S. Losey, Mrs. F. R.
Masquerade Ball.
Lord, Mrs. E. V. Long, Mrs. W. J.
The masquerade dance to be given
Lucas, Mrs. Ed Lewis, Mrs. L. M.
McNair, Miss Mary Davis, Mrs. W. J. at the Elks' home next Saturday evenMills, Mrs. B. T. Mills, Mrs. W. P. ing is attracting the attention of a
Mills, Mrs. F. L, Myers, Mrs. Stephen large number of Las Vegas society
Powers, Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. folk. This affair will be the most
Hallett Raynolds, Mrs. A. T. Rogers, unique and interesting that has ever
Jr., Mrs. Cecilio Rosenwald, Mrs. Gi- been given by the Elks and will unlbert Rosenwald, Mrs. E. R. Russell, doubtedly be largely attended.
The dance is in honor of St, ValenMrs. Frank H. H. Roberts, Mrs. J. W.
tine's day. During the coming week
Harris, Mrs. S. B. Rohrer, Mrs.
Romero, Mrs. J. A. Roach, all Elks and their ladies who had
Mrs. Jacob H. Landau, Mrs, Erie IIoKe. nearly forgotten the affair and thus
Mrs. E. E. Johnson, Mm R. J. Tan neglected to arrange their costumes
pert, Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward, Mrs. will be busily employed in securing
M. Schmidt, Mrs. Jake
Stern; Mrs. the proper raiment. Many new and
Dan Stern, Mrs. H. M. Srnitih, Mrs. W. pretty costumes will be seen.
This will be the first dance given
B. Stapp, Mrs. V. P. Stapp. Mrs. W.
R. Tipton, Mrs. Charles Tnmme, Mrs. at the club fortwo weeks, and conBen Strickfaden, Mrs. H. S, Van Pet-te- sequently the entertainment commitMrs. Harriet Van Petten, Mr3. tee expects to see an unusually large
Elmer E. Veeder, Mrs. A. D. Whit-mor- attendance.
Mrs. Ryman, Mrs. D. C. W in(Continued on Page Five.)
ters, Mr. J. H. York, Mrs. H. J. Ryan,
o

e,

Sixth Grade Pupils
Give a Party

'

,

Last night at the home of Miss Gret- chen Marselle the Sixth grade of the
Castle school gave a party which twas
hugely enjoyed. Games of all sorts
were payed, and at the end of the
evening refreshments were served.
Those who were present were Miss
Jeanette Ward, the teacher:
Miss
Aileen Laird, Miss Julia Stern, Miss
Violet Hayward, Miss Lucile Hermann,
Miss Lucile Swallow, Miss Edith Pat'
terson, Miss Dorris Anderson,
Miss
Genevieve Callahan, Miss Gretchen
Marselle Miss Flora Calloway, Miss
Rose Hite, Miss Fanny Lowe and
Miss Wavey Clayton, Master Ray Palmer, Master Carence Keene, Master
Vernon Sands, Master Edward Selover,
Master Theodore Rosenwald, Master
John Sundt, Master Chester Horton,
Master Stephen Elwood and Master
Alva Fishburn.

handle the most difficult selections.
At the first rehearsal the members
who started the organization elected
of
Mrs. Charles Kohn, a musician
New
and
in
Las
Vegas
prominence
Mexico, director. She has accepted.
The purpose of. this organization is
to furnish for the pleasure of its members and the pleasure of others, the
best class of music played by orchestras. It intends to create a- demand
for better music- and to educate the
public to know good tnusic when It
hears it. No doubt Las Vegans will
appreciate having such an organization
in their midst
;
Plans are under way to obtain the
Commercial club rooms for practice.
If this is accomplished the members
f
anticipate a most successful ; season, Chtty Card Party
as rehearsals can be held more fre- Thursday Evening. ;
Next Thursday evening at the Comquently. Those who probably will make up mercial club rooms there will occur
ever
the membership of the orchestra are one of the most original-partieMrs. John A. Papen, Miss Marguerite given for sweet charity, when the
Cluxton, Mr. James Cook, Mr. Walter Woman's club will give, an evening
Kolbo, Mr. Paul Kolbo, Judge D. R. at cards for the benefit of its welMurray, Mr. C. J. Fu'list, Mr. Edward fare department recently formed! The
pite, Mr-- Robert Rasper, Mr. O. C. party will begin at 8 o'clock and continue through the evening. Besides
fcingg, Mr. H. M. NorU P ''"J Mr
cards other entertainment will be proCharles Kohn.
t.j
vided. Refreshments will be furnish' '
ed by the club.
Elks' Minstrel
,.:
'
The affair la called a charity card
'
Rehearsals Progress
The Elks' minstrel s: t v rrobr.bly party and membeia of the Woman's
j!UV club will have charge of the tables.
will be given on the i.' t ( f
t imple- The members are requested to call
24, according to the pn- ment, althoBgh it may b t- ven even Mrs. Charles A. Spiesis over the telesee her personearlier., The rehearsals are ivrogreBB-in- phone, Main 335, or
at a satisfactory pace and much ally for particulars concerning the
Interest and enthusiasm are manifest- party. It will be an interesting evened by the' cast. Mrs. Charles Kohn, ing, and doubtless Las Vegas society
the director, is certain that the will attend in large numbers. The
cause is a worthy one. Much good
ihow will be a success, and feels
hag been accomplished by the club In
a
be
will
'that the performance
the cause of charity.
decided hit.
;

,

BOV SCOPT SHOES"
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TO WEAR

)

Year after year the same customers keep coming back for
,
BQ Y SCOUT SHOES'
Their continued endorsement is a testimonial we appreciate. A
trial invariably assures new customers that their selection is a
""'
goo$ one
;

.

'

School

Dress
Shoes

mvM Shoes"
Button or Lace
Elk Skin

(Like Cut)

.

$2.75 to
$4.00

I

;

1
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$2.25 to
$3.50
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Mrs. Ollie Shearer, midwife. Hotel
Roniaine. Adv.
H, W. Cartwright of Denver was a
commercial visitor in Las Vegas today.
R. L. Skldmore of St. Louis, Mo.,
was a business visitor in the city today.
W. M. Steeve of Optimo came in
,
yesterday afternoon for a few days'
business visit
A. M. Gale came in last night from
Santa Fe for a short business visit
in Laa Vegas.
A. F. Burt of Salt Lake City, Utah,
a
arrived in Las Vegas last night for
'
brief business visit.
J. P. Caldwell of Springer came in
busiyesterday evening for a few days'
this
ness visit in
city.
Bias Sanchez of Wagon Mound came
lust night and will be a business visitor in Las Vegas for the next few
days.
J. H. Ricker, Jr., of Watrous came
iu this morning and wilt be a business visitor here for the next few
days.
W. E. Reiser of Topeka, Kan., arrived in Las Vegas last night and will
remain for several days as a business
visitor.
A. F. Corthon of Denver, Colo., Is in
Las Vegas and will remain for several
days as a business visitor. He is
in lands and irrigation here.
L. O. Obiiger and brother C. E. Obariiger, botiif Kansas City, Mo.,
rived in Las Vegas last night and will
remain here for some time as business visitors.
Dr. W. B. Cory of Peoria, 111., arrived in Las Vegas last night and was
at business visitor here today. Ho is
connected with the hospital department of the Santa Fe Railway comrelatpany and came here on business
his
department.
ing to
G. A. Richardson, of Roswell came
In last night from nJs home to attend the meeting of the asylum board
here today. He will go to Washingmeetton, D. C, shortly to attend a
the
for
there
ing that is being held
fence
drift
the
of
discussing
purpose
will
Judge Richardson
question.
souththe
in
ranchers
represent the
ern part of fthe state.
V

Vanish

Backache-Rheumatis-

Away

Men and women having backache,
rheumatism, stiff and swollen joints
are honestly glad to know that Foley
JKidney Pills are successful every;
where in driving out these ills. That
Is because Foley Kidney Pills are a
true medicine and quickly effective in
all diseases that result from weak,
kidneys and urinary irregularities. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.

Twelve women were among the delegates in attendance at the recent annual convention of the Orego State
Federation of Labor.
constipations and headache
are three common afflictions and relieving the constipation helps the
cold and stops the headache. Use
Foley Cathartic Tablets because they
are very prompt and thoroughly
cleansing, with absolutely no unpleasant effects. A whole bottle full for
25 cents. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
Colds,

'

(Continued From Page Four.)

Mrs. Crumpacker
Is Honor Guest.

Last Saturday afternoon Mrs. O. G.
Schaefer entertained in honor of Mrs.
J. W. Crumpacker of Omaha, who
was the house guest of Mrs. W. J.
Mills.
A delightful afternoon was
spent at bridge, and following the
serving of refreshments Mrs. Crum
packer and Mrs. Elmer Veeder gave
several readings which were entertaining. Those present were Mrs. J.
W Crumpacker, Mrs. W. J. Mills, Mrs.
J. A. LaRue, Mrs. Thomas Ross, Mrs.
Elmer E. Veeder, Mrsr J. S. Clark,
Mrs. Charles A, Spless, Mrs. Jefferson Raynolds, Mrs. John Robblns,
Mrs.' Joshua 'Raynolds, Mrs. Simon
Baoharaeh, Mrs. E. E. Johnson, Mrs.
C. S. Losey, Mrs. Clarence Iden, Mrs.
,

Mrs. C. H.
Greenclay,
Mrs. C. H. BaOy, Mrs, F. R. Lord, Mrs.
Hallett 'Raynolds, Mrs. E. D. Raynolds, Mrs. J. W. Harris, Mm Harriet
Van Petten, Mrs. D. C. Winters, Miss
Jeanette Ward, Miss Lorna Johnson,
Miss sliffuis: Daum and Miss Mary
Daum.

R.

K.

McClanahan,

Schirmer,' ' Mrs.

'www

delightfully entertained a number of
her friends at a euchre party. The
affair was highly- enjoyable. . The afternoon was! closed by the serving of
refreshments. Present were Mrs. F.
L. Myers, Jtfrs; H. S- Van Petten, Mrs.
J. S. Duncan, Jr., Mrs. S. B. Davis,
J. Tau-perJr., Mrs. W. E. Kaser, Mrs.-:R-.
Mrs. H. W. Welly, Mrs. A. R.
Talley, Mrs. J. M. Hudson, Mrs. J.
A. LaRue, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs.
W. J, Iucas, Mrs, D. T. Hosklns, Mrs.
-

t,

.
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0

josire

J
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Greatest Nejro
Entertainers

k

Ststsim
'
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Sit

Haw Selling
Y. EI. G. A.
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morial church met Thursday
noon with Miss Phabe Hart at a delightful session. The afternoon included a business session followed by
a brief but enjoyable social session,
closed by the serving of refreshments.
Present were Miss Frances Myers,
Miss Ruth Parkin, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss Marie Mann, Miss
Jeannette Ward, and Rev. J. S. Moore.
The Ladies' Guild of this church met
Wednesday afternoon with Mrs H.
S. Van Petten at a session attended
by about lCladies.

'WWW

Mrs. Hammond Gives
Auction Bridge Party

Wednesday afternoon Mrs. E. L.
entertained a number of ladies at auction bridge. The afternoon
was delightfully spent, and the games
were greatly enjoyed. The session
was closed by the serving of refresh
ments. Present were Mrs. H. S. Van
Petten, Mrs. Ben Strickfaden, Mrs.
Clarence Iden, Mrs. A. R. Talley, Mrs.
Hammond

C. H. Schir-

FlemingMrs.

WWW
'

5

Mrs. Joseph Sundt
Hostess Last Night,
'Yesterday evening Mrs. Joseph
in
Sundt delightfully entertained
hoiuor of., Mr. and Mrs. J. Thorman
A delightful evening
of Minneapolis.
was spent, closed by refreshments.
Present1 weije Mr. and Mrs. J. Thorman, Mr." and Mrs. M. M. Sundt, Mr.
and Mrs.' J. C. JohnBen, Mr. and Mrs.
T. A. Johnsen, Mrs. H. Peterson, Mrs.
Fred Yoakum, Miss Leonora Sundt,
Miss Julia Sundt, Miss Frances Sundt,
Miss Dorris Yoakum, Mr. Howard Peterson, Mr. Edward Thorman, Mr.
Henry Thorman and Mr. Daniel Sundt.
:

Scciedad de Amigos

Third Number
Redpath
Lyceum Gourse

t i

w

a
I

u
Downstairs

i

- ':75c

- -Calcony
,
(Above Reserved)
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present ,
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Mrs. Crocker Hostess
to the Round Dozen
The Round Dozen club met Thursday afternoon with Mrs. L. V. Crocker
at a delightful session, closed by the
serving of refreshments. Present were
Mrs. F. 0. Blood, Mrs. Clarence Iden,
Mrs. F. L. Myers, Mrs. C. H. Schirmer, Mrs. E. L. Hammond, Mrs. George
A. Fleming, Mrs. C. W. Wesner ,Mrs.
E. L. Atbeit and Mrs. C. S. Losey.
-

til nmi

i

The Sociedad de Amigos, an oryoung
ganization of Spanish-America- n
people, has arranged to give a masquerade dance on the evening of St.
Valentinie's Day. The affair will occur in the Rosenthal hall. Many elaborate costumes aro beinig arranged
for by the members of the c'luo. It
ifi expected that p. large crowd w'll

7t

1914.

Tau Kaphas to
Give Progressive Dinner
The Tau Kappa sorority, which is
composed of a number of girl students
of the Normal and the High school,
will give a progressive dinner this
evening. Besidles the young ladies an
equal number of young men will en
joy this dinner. The first course will
be served at the home of Miss Grace
Lord and the others wil loccur at the
Miss Mary
homes of the following:
Lowry, Miss Lucy Myers, and Miss
The young ladies
Leona Greenclay.
will entertain at this affair in pairs,
that Is two gira are to be hostesses
at each home.
W

4

Sorosis Meets
Witty Mrs. Fugate.
"Soroais" held its regular weekly
meeting Monday at the home of Mra.
W. J. Fugate.
The program being supplied by the
club, Mrs. York acted as chairman. A
review of the book of Judges by
means of a question box proved very
interesting and brought out thoughts
not touched upon dudring the study of
the period.
A map of Canaan, locating divisions
of country and places had been drawn
by each member present and was exhibited as proof, of her ability to do
the work.

Do if He Would Wed

A set of rules have been set down
by a club composed oi young and otherwise women of Chicago for their
protection when Cunld approaches
them. That is, tliey have set them
down In case he should appear which
Is a chance. This may give the prospective benedict a thought, as it, ap-

parently, embodies the ideas of the
average woman.
A man to marry one of these women
must do wonderful tnings.' H
Must be as kind to his wife as her
father and brothers were.
Miust be prominently identified with
the affairsi of the community in which
he lives, and with' some church.
Must' be a man with no bad habits.
He cannot drink and cannot smoke to
excess.
Must be willling to pay cheerfully
for a new Easter hat with aa air of
"Glad to do It for you dear."
Must kiss his wife good-bevery
morning, and not leave the Impression,
"Well, that Job's over wnn."
Must be a man who will not stay
out late at night and come home with
the "sick friend" story, or "had to
work at office, my dear," story.
Must pay th light bills without
' f
grumbling.
Must share the responsibility f the
home, eve nto walking the floor at
night with a possible offspring.
Must be reasonable in all things
and accept his wife's explanations
without question.
as
Must give his mother-in-laas
would
welcome
a
he
give
hearty
to his own mothe

Peoples. Bank and

Courteous Treatment Accorded All Customers
Loans Money on Heal Estate
Persona.1 Ck.nd Colla.tera.1 Security

:

at Waterbury,

on February 19 and a that his "Old Home Week"
week, later will battle Pal Moore In
Jump. They would have
New York.
carried into the new league.
Tom Cowler, an English, heavyweight,
is to meet Joe Bond at Vancouver
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
next week. Bonde is a protege of
Kansas City, Feb. 7. Hogs, receipts
Denver Ed Martin, the retired colored 500. Market steady. Bulk $8.30

BUZZVAGOKS
THE BOXBALL

WWW
They Have Found
Something to Do.
Mame couldn't cook and couldn't sew,
But she could dance the gay Tango.
'

.

ash dishes Marguerite could not,

j

Bit she could trip the Turkey Trot(
i''!

At baking pies Jane would have died,
All night she did the Peacock UHde.
Maud could not sweep a parlor rug,
But she danced 10 hours the Bunny
Lug.
Anee was an Invalid for fair,
But she was there with the Grizzly
'
Bear.

Too weak for housework, but they'll
Those present at the dinner:
prance
Mr. and Mrs. William Shillinglaw, All night long In some durned-foo- l
'
DDr. and Mrs. F H. Crail, Mr. and
dance.
Mrs. Rufus Mead and Mr. and Mrs.
I. Strawbridge.
.
.
,
What to Expect . .
'
in the Future
WWW
And then again, when the suffraConvicts Want Some
gists assume control of things In his
Ragtime Music
An opportunity has presented itself country and we have a woman presiwe may perhaps expect to see a
whereby Las Vegas society folk who dent
made up of the following: ,
cabinet
enjoy dancing the tango and its many
Secretary of Millinery.
variations may afford similar pleasure
Secretary of Social Functions. .
for persons who are unable, by force
Secretary of the Drama.
to enjoy it at
of circumstances,
Secretary of Eugenics.
the present. The whole thing In a
Secretary of Cosmetics and Maninutshell is that the convicts with the
road gang about seven miles south of curing.
Secretary of Bridge Wnlst
this city would like to have a phonoSecretary of Physical Research.
loaned
them
trelr
stay
during
graph
Culture General.
Ethical
there, which will.be for several weeks,
of Music and Art.
Secretary
new
earn
dances
tne
that they may
Sociological Problem General,
during their spare time.
Now these convicts undoubtedly
A heavy cold in the lungs that was
would be dancing the tango with the
to cure itself has been the
expected
difrest of the tango-mapopulace in
starting point in many cases of
ferent parts of the state if they had
that ended fatally. The sensible
not unfortunately been caught doing course is to take frequent doses of
some thing against the peace and dig- BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP.
It checks the progress of the disorder
nity of the state and were sentenced and assists nature to restore normal
one
to labor for terma running from
conditions. Price 25c. 50c and $1.00
month to a life time. And they de- per bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co.
.
Adv.
serve a phonograph, too, if the chariwill
coneider
inclined
folk
only
tably
The International Union of Shingls
that. For the past week the men at
Sawmill
Workers and
Weavers,
the
been
this camp have
practicing
declared
in favor of
Woodsmen
has
tango. Half the men have learned to an
hour day for all workers en
eight
some
as
dance the ladies' step, just
gaged in the timber Industry, no mat
girs appear to like to "lead" when ter in what branch employed.
dancing with other girls. Now the
convicts don' t like to be dictatorial,
A young pitcher whom the Federal
but they would prefer the piecea Bent
been 'trying to sign has
to be all "rags." It makes them home- league has
to an American league club
written
sick to hear the dreamy waltzes and
"I had some of those
as follows:
sentimental songs.
fool Fed magnates talking to
April
Mayor R. J. Taupert visited the
me about signing up, but I refused to
camp yesterday and will act as the
take
any chances with leagues with
representative of the gang for the pres- nervous
paydays and who sign their
reent. That is he will act as the
with vanishing inka!'
;
checks
ceiver of all phonographs and will see
that they or it are delivered to the
Subscribe for The Optlo.
camp. The convicts tire of hearing
no music except that of the wiud in
the trees, and after a hard (fay's ork
1 0
on the roads they would greatly appreciate having some recreation whli'h
would drive dull car away.
,;
T
Now is the time to get busy and gel
the boys a music machine. Perhaps
- - the automobile owners could find one
i
some place that is not working. Some
think that these men are the ones who
should see that the convict ere bap-py- ,
!GO,ec:
for a great deal of the labor thai
is expended on the road is for the
C7iv3-....
"77..". '
Heenfit of the autoinoolla owners. , If
the autolBts will not lend a hand, the
r
society folk, or some ,:charltable or
c,;
'animation Is asked, to see to it that
hese men who are consigned each daj
i fi
Immediate Shipment
t hard labor can at least enjoy p Write, phone or wire for .
Hie mssic In the evening. The
WO
ADAMS PJ'-'hm AU
3030 B iv Si..
will be grateful If somebody wil
Fuooes Broiidwav Uot- - i
Esist them.

'WWW.
V.
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heavyweight

TOURNEY T
THEY DTFEAT THE DORM DWELL
ERS IN LAST GAME OF THE
The final game of the T. M. C. A
hoxball tournament was played last
night when the Buzzwagons beat the
Dormdwellers. The Dormdwellers on
ly acted as pacemakers for the Buzzwagons, because of the fact that the
latter 'were really rolling against the
total pins piled up by the Preachers.
To say that the Buzzwagons were successful In overcoming tms lead of the
Preachers would be putting it mildly
indeed. They simply swamped, over
whelmed, smothered, or anything else
that you want to call it, those chesty
Preachers, and then to show their
prowess as boxballers they beat the
record for a single game by totalling
612 pins, an average of over 200 each.
They were not content only to win
the tournament but have the highest
record for a single game. Their man,
Hanson, pulled down the average of
195 to his credit for 18 games.
The league season is now completed
and has been In every way a big success. The plans are now on for starting another tournament which will be
different from any other tournament
ever pulled off in Las Vegas. While
the plans are not entirely made it
might be said that the local association Is now working on a scheme that
will place the name of Las Vegas in
at least a dozen different states of the
union.
The next bowling event will be the
selection of the team to represent the
association in its game against the
Elks on the latters' alley.. It will be
remembered that the Elks visited the
V. M. C. A. on Hallowe'en and were
beaten by only a small margin on the
boxball alley.
The score:
1,769

Buzzwagons

ITngaro'
Hanson
Grinslade ..

....2u8
....213

.......191

;

13

612

Dormdwellers

Anderson
Jones
Sells

378
180

205
227
172

195

604

553

1,518

158
157
.172

205

1C9

171
111

194
181

487

487

544

dis-eas- e

,

)5AV!f

,

ft

rr.BT

-

'ir'.r - j

BASEBALL

NOTES

SEASON

'

..

team-couldn-

Team Standing Up to Date
Buzzwagons

Painters

8215
7628
7556
7473
7006

Dormdwellers

6789

Preachers
Highrollers
Baskettossers

...

Individual Averages
Hanson, 195; LeNoir, 193; Ungaro,
183; Root, 178; Smith, 175; Petersen,
173; Winters, 173; Webb, 172; White,
172; Grinslade, 170; Tellier, 168; Ellis,
167; Jones, 155; Brown, 153; Stewart,
152; DeMarais, 152; Anderson, 147;
Sells, 143; Imhof, 138; Paice, 133.

WITH THE BOXERS
--

,

Under the terms of his contract with
the Washington club, Harry Harper,
a young southpaw pitcher, is permitted
to remain out of the game on Sundays.
Dr. Frank Bassett, of Hopkinsville,
Ky., Is the new president of. the Kitty league.
Pte .Nopnan former Holy Cross
star
leaguer, has bought
the Wilkesbarre franchise In the New
York State league
A dinner in honor of the world
touring Giants, and White Sox will
be given in New, York March 7 by
the National and American leagues.
"Germany" Schaefer, Washington's
player, is the first ball tos-se-r
to accept the terma of hib club
by cable. Schaefer is with the White
Sox on the world tour.
The Union asoclation will be made
up of six clubs the eoming season.
Boise, Idaho; Butte and Helena, Montana, and Ogden, Murray and Salt
Lake City, Utah, will, form the cir-

8.55; heavy $8.458.S5; packers and
butchers ?8.358.55; lights $S.20.
8.45; pigs $77.75.
Cattle, reeclpts 300. Market steady.
Prime fed steers $8.5u9.25; dressed
western
beef steers $7.508.50;
steers $78.50; southern steers $8.25
8.10; cowa f4.257.E0; heifera
$6.759; stockers and feeders ?6.50
8.10; bulls ?5.507.50; calves $6.50
$10.60.
Sheep.no reeclpts. Market steady.
Lambs $77.50; yearlings $5.75
6.50; wethers $55.60; ewes ?4.7S
.....
f,i
5.35ji
.

and-later-

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Feb. 7. Wheat showed
Chicago,

firmness today on account of the
in the western portion of
the winter crop belt Any material
advance in price, however, was met
by general commission selling. Argentine and Australian reports continued
to be of a bullish, character.
The
market opened
higher and held
persistently above last night's leveL
Closing prices were easy, at exactly
the same as last nignt.
Enlarged receipts had a weakening
influence on the corn market. Besides, there was rain in Argentine, facuit.
vorable for the crop. Opening prices,
Four
Bresnahan, Bower-ma- which varied from
decline to a
Dahlen and TenneyM having fail- shade
were followed oy a
advance,
ed as managers, it Is up to Robinson, material
setback all around. The closa
Herzog, and McCormick to show that was
to
net decline.
at
easy
the McGraw school can turn out sucOats displayed comparative steadicessful pilots.
ness. Fear of crop damage from a recThe American association will go ord
breaking fall in Texas temperaback to the four-trischedule, be- ture tended to offset sympathy with
cause several of the A. A. magnates
the break in the corn market.
are oppostd to having their teams
Signs of a liberal supply of hog3
away from home too long on a single next week made
provisions ease off.
stretch.
First sales ranged from the same as
President Gilmore of the Federal
down and there
last Bight to
league claims he has signed 85 men was an additional selling later on. Taa
of the American and National leagues
sajes were:
and that he will add a few more big closing
July
Wheat, May
leaguers before the first game of the
July
May
66;
season.
1(
Oats, May 39: July
James Cooney, the, -- clever young
Pork, May $21.77.
shortstop of the Worcester New EngLard, May $11.05; July $12.25.
land league team, has signed with
Ribs, May $11.65; July $11.80.
the Boston Red Sox. He Is a son
of the Jimmy Cooney, who was a
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
member of the Chicago team in the
New York. Feb. 7. The market
days of Captain Anson.
closed weak. Forced liquidation of
Willard Meikle, the giant wirier Rock Island securities
discouraged ef
from Seattle, has signed with the Bos
forts to bid up prices today. Although
ton Braves. Meikle is 23 years old the Intial downward
tendency waa
and stands 6 feet 3 inches- checked quickly, the market was
Baseball fans of Marinette, Wis.,
spiritless with a heavy undertone.
are raising a fund with which to buy
New low records were made isi tho
the Fond du Lac franchise in the Rock Island
group. The common drop-e- d
Wisconsin-Illinoi- s
league.
to
and
the
preferred to
e
ball the
Tommy McDermott, an
collaterals to 4i. Boar operators
player of Bridgeport, Conn., has been .who have been cautious
recently in
selected to manage tht Pougbkeep-si- e
out short lines, traded mora
putting
team the coming season.
aggressively, but their soiling bad lit" The newf Federal
league park in tle effect. New York Central was ofIndianapolis will have a seating cap fered freely at intervals, and declin. i
acity of 23,000. The plant will be en- to
90. Bonds were easy. The closclosed by a
steel fence.
ing quotations were:
Manager Jennings of the Detroit Amalgamated Copper
75
Tigers believes- he has signed a, real Sugar, bid
106
bail player in Marty Kavanaugh. ;Mar-t- y
is5;'
Atchison
started last season with the York
1 '
Reading
e
team in the
league.
. OT'i
Southern Pacific
Secretary Foster of the Giants an Union Pacific
1C2
nounces that all of MoGraw's men will United States Steel
f
,
be in line when the band starts the United States
110
Steel, prd
parade across the field on opening day.
John Castle, who managed the Atlan
COACHES ARE BANC .Z: )
tic
league team last season,
New York Feb. 7, The int" . ,,
has been signed ta pilot the Alientown
glate football rules commit ee d J 1
:
team, in the same organization.
I
that hereufter coaches
Al Hummell, of. the Kqnxville Appa
red from the side linos. T'..' j v
lachian league team, has signed with mc.Bt radical
change in t' e the Pittsburgh Fedrals. lis is a broth
at'
W y,
er of "Silent John" Hummell of the adopted
was one of the shortest la t! - (
Superbas.
history.
The Pittsburgh Pirates have signed
2S men, with Honus
Wagner and
Claude Hendrix the only prominent
TOO LATE TO Ci-members of last year's team unsigned,
'1
Hendrix has jumped to the Feda, but SALI
Honus will line up with the Prites
yl-later on.
i .
M.' . gi r J. - C ui' i m oi i j 1
p.
'
t
"'5
Kin:
;
r t
if : 'y , '
',
1
'
'
.
c
.
t
i
i
d

25
93;

SST's-Cor-

65.
39.
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6,

old-tim-

12,

12-fo-

Tri-Stat-

Tri-Sta-

Winnipeg Jack O'Brien defeated Jack
Morris in four rounds In London the
'' , i
other night.' '
Gunboat
who
manages
Jim Buckley,
Smith and Tommy Murphy, Is doing
to England with his two fighters in
April.
The way Ad Wolgast has been trimming 'em of late makes it look as
though Ad was in line for a return
match with Willie Ritchie.
Jack Ward, the English lightweight
who was In America for a while, has
been meeting with considerable success since he ict'irni d Lome.
George Chip has called off outs with
I".-- ird be
Leo Ilouck and y
cause his hand was foroken in his recent bout with Joe Borreil.
Ft. Vvwfi'iit Chii ;! i Jol.nrv
Kil'Huie and Tommy Bi uui..,
i i.i
a
i tt .it'.or,
'Q to (
contest ia Sjr'M'u nct
'

J--

1

A

r-

i

v
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p

e

.

,

wer-k-

.
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t! a V. y
w.i: lie up wuh Joe Shuy.mw
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Trust Co.

CAPITAL $114,000.00
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Valentinie Dance by

ij

-

WWW-

Cav-annug-

WWW

:

Dan-zigei-

Browne,
J. Stewart,- Migs Mildred
Miss Marguerite Ciuxton, Miss Rebecca Henriquez, Miss Helen Kelly, Miss
WWW
Kathryn Drake, Miss Marguerite
Dinner
Party
Miss, Anne George and Miss
at the Mead Home
Flo De Lamar.
Last night at the home of Mr. and
:,w w w
Mrs. Rufus Mead, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
St. Paul's Guilds
Strawbridge entertained a number of
Hold Meetings.
their friends at a dinner. Mr. and
The Altar Guild of St. Paul's Meafter- Mrs. Strawbrid?e are Mrs. Mead's par-

mer, Mrs. P. C. Carpenter, Mrs. C. S.
Losey, Mrs. Mary Bearlnger, Mrs. C.
U. Bally, Mrs. L. V. Crocker, Mrs.
E. L. Abbott, and Mrs. W. J. Lucas.

Oixie

11

on

FEBRUARY

What a Man Must

n

At I If eld Home.
Last Sunday evening at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ilfeld occurred a tango lunchgon which proved
to be one of the Interesting, events of
the week. The evening was spent delightfully and closed by appetizing refreshments. Those who attended this
affair were Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
r,
Danzlger, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and M'a. Arthur Ilfeld', Mr.
and Mrs. Simon Bacharach, Mr. and
Mrs. Maurice Bendix, Mrs, Bertha
Maurice, Miss Minnie Cellars, Mr. Jo
seph Danzlfw, Mr. Charles Ilfeld,
Mir. Dave Simon, Mr. Max Nordhaus,
Mr. D. L. Cole and Mr. Louis C. Ilfeld.

W

Mrs. Chester iden
Gives Euchre Party

George A.

R3'

Charles
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APARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Uu.'tod States Laud Office
j
N. M., January 22, 1914.

NOTICS 13 HEREBY GIVEN: That
C'ia Slate of New Mexico, under and
ty virtue of the mi of Congress approved June 20, 1910, hereby makes
explication for tie within describe!
isnapproprlated, unreserved, and
publlo lands, for the benefit
f the University. Said lands being
situated in the County of San Miguel,
State of New Mexico, and more particularly described as follows, t:

CAPITAL PAIO IN
1100,000.00

Sea

SWSE4
KENW

19
29

Twp.
12N
12N
12N
12N

D. T. Hoskins, Cashier.
E. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.

RATES

CAPITAL STOCK

03O,CQ0.QO

the San Miguel National Bank

OfHce with
WM. G. HAYDON- -

-

-

NO. 2, A. F. & FRATERNAL

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Guy M. Cary, Vf. M, H. S. Van
Petten, Secretary.

TOR CLASSIFIED

ADVER

BROTHERHOOD
Meets every Monday night M
O. R. C. ball, on Douglas avenue at
S o'clock.
Visiting members are m
dially welcome. J. C. Wertz. Prsk
dent; J. T Buhler. Secretary; O. &

Baily, Treasurer,

F. O. E. Meets first and third TuesLAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. Z,
day evenings each monlh at Woodcents per Una each Insertion.
KNIGHTS
hall. Visiting brothers cordialTEMPLAR
men
ReEstimate six ordinary words to a line.
4f ilar conclave r 4 Tnea-4- ly Invited to attend. C. N. Douglaa,
No ad to occupy less space than two git
i
ch nonta at Ma- - W. P.; Nicholas Cordova, 'Secretary.
nes
All
advertisement
charged
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H.
will be booked at space actually set
M. Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
without regard to number of words.
corder.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
LOCAL TIME CARD
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con- vocation first Monday In
East Pound
each month at Masonic
Arrive
Depart
Temple at 7:30 p. m. p. No. 2.... 7:20. p. m.. .... 7:45 p. m.
A. Brlnegar, H.
11:59 p. m.
P.; p. o. No. "4. ...11:54 p. m
wrm.
A
Blood, Secretary.
IT"
No. 8.... 2:25 a. m.,..r 2:30 a. m.
No. 10
1:35 p. m..... 2:00 p. m
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS
LODGE NO.
West Bound
4. Meets
'
every Monday evening at
OPTIC'S NUMBtH. MAIN .
Arrive
Depart
tbeir hall on Sixth street. All
visiting No.;' 1.... 1:10 p. m. .... 1:35 p. m.
brethren cordially Invited to attend. No.
3.... 6:35 a. m..... 6:40 a. m.
J. Frledenstine, N. G.; A. T.
4:30 p. m.
4:20 p. m
Rogers, No. 7
v. u.; I. M. Elwood,
6:35 p. m,.... 7:00 p. na
Secretary; Karl No. 9
Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock,
WANTED
Girl for general house
Trustee.
Cemetery
work. Mrs. Ike Appell, 1011 Eighth
.street.
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
LADY OR GENTLEMAN fair educa
month Elks' home on Ninth street arid
tion, to act as bur representative in
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
home town. Exclusive territory
are cordially Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
unnec-cessargiven.
This
Selling experience
We furnish capital. Show Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
you how to build permanent busi- Secretary.
.Silver
ness that should pay $2,000.00 first
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR-iyear. Staple line. Our booklet,
use
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
"How to Start In Business for Yourself" explains all. Free on request. W. O. W. hall. Sixth Btreet, on the
EMPRESS
first and "third Mondays of each
Address Box 1599, Philadelphia, Pa.
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
FLOUR
Ladies always welcome.
O. L. Flers-mansen
is- to
patented
President; A. D. Tillman, FInan
gas globes; suitable for
It 's giving you
Mrs.
A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
cier;
gas, gasoline or acetylene lights;
25c for sample and full particulars 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a present for doSafety Wire Gas Globe Co., Colum Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
ing something
East Las Vegas, N. M.
bus, Ohio.

III

President

fc

H. W. KELLY
D. T. HOSKINS

1
.

Vice President

-

1

.

.

Treasurer

Interest Paid On Deposits

B

-

Tr--

l

V- -

&aws of the State of New Mexico,
a?13. It Is made the duty of all persons to make a return of all property
they own, and those falling to do so,
with In the time above specified, will

MONUMENT CO
ATTOKNEY8
any person shall knowingly make
a false or defective list of his prop
Albuquerque, N. M.
HUNKER & HUNKER
215 E. Central
erty, he shall be liable to a penalty
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Haniw
23 Years Practical Experience.
of 25 per cent upon the full amount of
Attorneys-at-LaW. W. BOWERS.
all taxes levied against him, and his E. A. JONES
Las Vegas,
New Mexie
property, and shall also be deemed
Ladlet
Professional
Culture
for
Health
and
punishable
guilty of perjury

tie assessed by me according to section 10 of said Chapter 84 of the
Jaws of the state of New Mexico for
the year 1913, nd a penalty of 25
per cent will be imposed additional
Jsy me. You are further notified that

Dentist
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Dental work of any description at
CHARLES H. STEWART,
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manimoderate prices
cure, Chiropody.
Deputy Assessor.
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 1S
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
East Las Vegas. New Mexico
Subscrioe for The Optic,

If

JONES-BOWER-

.

.

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER

M. A. SANCHEZ,

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Assessor.

N

Wanted

For YOU!

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
f you

-

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE OPTIC AND GET

le

Far
11

LODGE

T

8

84,

CAFE

Five

all business days between the hours

ing to the provisions of Chapter

JNfl

RESTAURANT

A. M.

TISEMENTS

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

ASSSESSMENT
E. Las Vegas, N. M., Jan. 6, 1914.
Kotice is hereby given that I, the
undersigned ( deputy assessor, will be
t my office, 603 Lincoln avenuo on
a. m. and 5 p. m. (until February 2Sth, 1914) for the purpose of receiving returns of all property, accord-

CHAPMAN

COLUMN

,

N. M.

NOTICE

pf

LODCY

SHORT ORDERS AN P RtGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

i

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
r

Rng. Mer.
25E N.M.
25E
25E
25E

it

t.

N.M.
N.M.
SSW
Comprising a total area of 200 acres.
All persons wishing to protest
fcrainst selection by the State of New
Siextco of the tracts of land above
anenttoned, must file their protests
gainst the saldi selection In this office on or before the twenty-sevent- h
day of March, 1914.
R. A. PRENTICE,
Register.
30
-- 33

me

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

J. M. Cunningham, Preside
Frank Springer,

to-wi-

of Tracts

150,000.09

r;

v,

non-nincr-

Inscription

U?c OPTIC

SURPLUS

GOOD MAGAZINE P

1'

J

.1

SISTERS

o

at

Apply

L. O. O. MOOSE

fS&sit

Loretto garden for rent
Academy.

NICELY furnished room, steam heat
ed, for rent 924 Seventh street
Phone Main 333.

Meets second an.
fourth Thursday
evening eac!
month at W. O. W. hall.
Visitlm,
brothers cordially Invited. Howard 1
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary
J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 54
1. 0. of B. B.
Meets every first Tue
day of the month In the vestry roomi
of Temple Monteflore at 8 o'clock i

iOTHIi

you desire the paper by carrier.
Pay us
Pay us $6.50-I- f you want the paper by mail.
And we will give you your choice of the following magazines for one year:
$7.50-I- f

Made
D

c

S.

--

The National Sportsman
The Woman's Home Companion
McClures

cordially invited.

MAN PROCESS

i

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
A A
SONS'
STANDARD
S ILVER

SALE of stock, farm Imple KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNments and house'iiild good3 at the
CIL NO. 804. Meets sedond and
Black ranch, 16 miles east of Las
urth Thursday in O. R. C. hall
Vegas, near Mlshawaka, Wednesday, Pioneer building.
Visiting members
February 11 at 10 o'clock. C. W. are cordielly invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Moore, H. R. Parker.

FOR

FOR SALE Bronze turkeys at
lar prices. Phone Purple.
Jose A. Baca,

--

-

ALL GROCKRS

RETAIL PRICES
per 108 i
per 13t laa.
.30c per 100 l
40c pr 16t lb.
50c per 10 Iba
20c

........25c
....
.

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributor of Nataral Ice, tie Purity
roasting Qualities of Wblnh Have Made Las Vegas Famoua.

ft:

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

1
3
1

W

yJ l .in

ANT Ads

ClMilflw?

ad,

te&raa

thoee who MIGHT BIT
That property
wha reads

the

'

Are Best
t

tarrh being a constitutional disease,
requires a constitutional treatment
Hall's Pntflrrh flnrn Is taken Internal.
iy, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the
disease. and eivins the. natlant
strength by building up the constitu
tion ana assisting nature In doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in Its curative Dowers that thev
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case timt It falls to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CmitT a- rrn

'

a

invi

a va w a
--

at the peoie ie mt&m amoag 19
the eartleai&r imaj 'i wort m9

roi waat lo

ada. la

your property oalem

tedl la

ttia aewtpaper
n w advertlad

eaa

0fa

KOB1

esi4 eevwr

w

b.tr

r

.

Other, w&o read and saer aoa ta Uie aeveaer waai (a&
teaoetlM tto
ara anxious u pay ct& for) book.
Kaeli?
and furnltmra, &rt:!a c l m slaese at aay sen. aad emsie&i

tnunmt.

-

ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all dragsd&ts, 75c

As We aiiuMlM

Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-

aible

Adv.

Subscribe for The Optic.

A-

AG II A PUB A COMPANY

$100

pation.

can be
tained in this city from

or More, Each Dal very
to 2,000 lb., Each Dalivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lb., to 200 he, Each Delivery
Less than 60 lbs Each Delivery

FOR SALE Horse, buggy and har
ness. Cheap if taken at once. Address S., care of Optic.

REWARD, $100
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there Is at least
one dreaded disease that srpnna has
been able to cure In all its stages,
ana mat is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Ca-

EMPRESS

2,000 lbs.,
1,010 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

popu5621

FOR SALE Choice, bright, baled oat
straw. In carload lots or otherwise.
Thos. L. Greer, Onava, N. M.

One

FRENCH
GREY (STERLING) FINISH

'

PUBLIC

SALE Two good cottages, 60
feet front, excellent location, both
rented. A good investment
Act
quick. Cutler Brothers, 614 Lincoln
avenue. Telephone Main 124.

by GER-

r

Joe
1

Visiting brothers are cordially In
FOR RENT Cottage in desirable vlted. Isaac Appel, President; Charles
neighborhood, newly painted, pa- - Greenclay, Secretary.
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple 5301.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet in the Forest of Brotherl-Lov- e
FOR RENT To lady or gentlemaa
at Woodmen ot the World hali
employed,
comfortable, furnished on the second and fourth Mondays o'
room; no health seekers. Phone each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewan
Purple 5301.
Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Vlsitini
Montague, Local Deputy.
nr
members are especially welcorae

For $$!$

you
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ACCUSED

s

CALLED

OF KILLING'

HUSBAND
s

used by harness makers in hammerOCXX)OOOOCODCOCOOOOOC)OOOOC:
ing out the inside of neavy workhar-nesin
collars. The hummer found
Dietz's room bore the name 'It the,
manufacturer. Whether the police
have succeeded in tracing the implement to the retail dealer and thence
By H. M. EGBERT.
to the purchaser has not been disclos"I
hear
Caleb Trevethan's home
ed. Bloody finger prints were found
again," Baid little Miss Simpson, comhanon
the
on the handkerchief and
ing up to Lillian Darrell as she sat
dle of the hammer and it is possible sewing upon the stoop. "Fancy, after
that an effort will be made to use all these years!"
"I
Lillian looked
up gravely.
these as a medium through which to
establish the identity of the slayer. beard it too," she said.
"It must be 14 years since he was
in Port Smith," continued Miss SimpBUYING TO SAVE MONEY
son. "And he hasn't showed his face
Buying Foley's Honey and Tar Com- among the
neighbors yet Weren't
pound saves money because just a
"
few doses stops the cough and cold you and he sort of
"Engaged?" asked Lillian, conscious
and one bottle lasts a long (time. It
quickly heals raw. and inflamed sur- of her heightened color. "Yes once."
"Dear me, who would ever think of
faces, stops tickling throat, harsh,
rasping coughs, croup, hoarseness, you as having been engaged, my
bronchial and la grippe coughs. O. G. dear!" soliloquized the visitor. "That
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
is I. mean, of course, you and I seem
Adv.
to be such settled creatures."
That was a bitter word, but It was
a true one. The women who stayed at
TO MAKE WAR ON SULLIVAN
Springfield, 111., Feb. 7 The Wilson-Brya- n home in the little New England town
Democratic League of Illinois, had just half the opportunity of being

MRS. GEORGE DIETZ AND GEORGE
NURNBERG WILL BE TRIED
MONDAY

GHA.fi!

the instinct of loylt7 waa
stronger than the sense of shame.
What did she care for misinterpretations? He was in trouble, perhaps
111,
and she would show, him that, in
spite of all. Port Smith was not going
to take sides against him.
But as she entered the gate of the
old house a faintness came over her.
and she had to summon all her energy
to overeome it. She had not seen him
tor 13 years, and she pictured Caleb
as a boy still, with that adventurous
light in his eyes. It did not occur to
her that the years bring changes.
The door stood open. Lillian knocked, knocked again, snd then went in.
The parlor door was ajar also. In a
far corner of the room a man was
standing before a mirror. As she entered be turned slowly round and Lillian saw something shining in his
hand. The next moment she had flung
herself upon him and wrenched it
away and thrown It down.
"Caleb!" she gasped.
A mask seemed to fall from his
face. "Lillian!!" he cried.
The mirror reflected their faces.
How he bad changed! This was no
longer the adventurous boy, but a man
with the years of hopes and dreams
behind him, seared with the battle ot
life, and not quite spotless from the
arena.
"Lillian," said Caleb, "I was going
to kill myself. I have lost everything
for which I fought so many years.
Then you came, unless it was some
purpose of destiny. Why did yog
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Chicago, Feb. 7. Mysteries of an
unusual character remain to be solved
In the case of the muder of George
Dietz, for whose death Mrs. Augusta
Dietz, widow of the slain man, and
her friend. George Numbers, will be
placed on trial before Judge Kersten
on Monday.
Dietz, 59 years old, owner of a woman's tailoring establishment and reputed to ibe a man of wealth, was found
murdered in his home, at 773 Aldine
avenue, on April 14, 1915. Following
ele- married that those had who went
the discovery of the murder a mass of which represents the progressive will iway. That was a matter of statistics.
ment of the democratic party,
There were twice as many women as
bewildering facts was brought to light
its campaign against Roger 0. men in Port Smith. And Lillian had
open
confrom day to day. Some of the
iSullivan as candidate for United stayed at home.
jectures raised seemed almost beyond
Her sister Anna had gone to the
out
of the States senator at a big rally to be
belief, so melodramatic, bo
held, in this city Monday. A confer- city to be a stenographer, and bad
were
they. d
ordinary
married a rich lumber merchant She
a
The skull of the murdered man had ence in the afternoon and banquet wrote from time to time, but never
'
come?"
conference
been crushed and he Is believed to in the evening and another
came hack. Her other sister, 'Marian,
She flung her head back proudly.
u
...u.u.s
had become a hospital nurse and marhave been .beaten to death with a ma- ,lue
'To show you," she said, "that whatson's hammer, which was1 found In the announced oy me pany icnurao, ried a rising young doctor. Lillian ever the world may say of you we do
L. Owen was thirty-threRobert
Senator
States
at
United
She had stayed
room. The handle of. the hammer had
not forget at home. W are proud
announced as the home because she was the eldest, and of what
been wrapped with a red handkerchief of Oklahoma is
you have done, Caleb. And
at the banquet.
somebody bad to care for her mother. we know that' that was only the tempspeaker
principal
murdera
the
In
that
such
way
looped
Caleb Trevethan had been the only tation of
despair. You are not going
er could keep a firm grasp. In addison of old, Hiram Trevethan, who ownthe first blow of forunder
beneath
EVERYWHERE
SUCCESSFUL
was
a
found
to
letter
the hammer
tion
ed the homestead at the top of Maple
You
tune.
are
of
going back to fight
are
talking
People everywhere
in the room indicating that revenge
nearly a half mile distant He again, and win."
the quick and fine results Foley avenue,
had left Port Smith, as all the young
was the motive for the crime.
He seemed to wince under her
Kidney Pills give in backache, rheuOn the night of the crime Mrs. matism, kidney and bladder troubles. men did, and, like all, had left his words, in spite of the pride in them.
to reDietz occupied a bedroom adjoining You can not take them into your sys sweetheart behind, promising
"That you should tell me this!" he
That is be turn.
results'.
without
tem
good
"But I want you to know
muttered.
When
husband.
her
of
that
questionLillian could remember that last
cause Foley Kidney Pills give to the
Lillian. I always meant to
something,
ed by the police she said the first she
kidneys and bladder just what nature night as vividly as if it had been yes- come back to you. When I saw how
knew of the murder was when she calls for to heal these weakened and terday.
hard the battle was to be I felt I could
inactive organis. O. G. Schaefer and
went to waken her hUBband.
"I shall come back for you, dear," not hold
fairiy. But I meant tc
he had said. "And I shall write to come backyouheaven
The 'letter found in the room was Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
knows I did. Only
you every week, or oftener. Promise
the
unsigned, written on a typewriter on
years
passed."
me that you will wait for me till then."
PARLIAMENT TO REASSEMBLE
"Yes, the years pass," she answered.
yelow paper and was ungrammatlcal
"Till when?" asked the girl, feeling
7. The session of
London.
Feb.
susto
led
the police
"They take many things from us."
to a degree that
desolate.
and
will begin on Mon- utterly lonely
"But not our first loves," said Capect that this feature of the crime had parliament which
'"Three years," said Caleb, clenching leb.
notable
a
to
"Lillian, when I came back, bafhave
is
expected
day
been planned to confuse investigators.
his fists to emphasize his words. "In
fled
and
beaten, I dared to hope thut
has
Seldom
place in British history.
three years' time I shall come back
It read, in part, as folows:
were free. But I could not face
you
com
more
been
situation
the
me.
with
Promise
and
take you away
political
"I feel lie a man that do right. I
you.
uncer me, dear."
kill like we kill beast. Gerly tele me plicated or the outcome more
"And your wife?" she asked, with a
someThen
did
controversies
she
Lillian
the
tain.
Before
great
promised.
'It was
sudden gesture of weariness.
all when she was sick. I work hard
bill thing that she had never done before; in the
the engagement, you
and he is rich man. He steal my little are reached over the home rule
papers
disestablishment bill, she raised her lips to his. And the know."
girl. Poor gerly she is not bad she and the Welsh
of a grave night air became suddenly fragrant,
Caleb Trevethan flung back hi3 head
the
there
is
possibility
is foolish and like good clothes he
and her heart swelled with happiness. and
over
the
laughed.
gave her. She not think she tele me crisis in the liberal party
So Caleb went away, and for two
"A petty blackmailing scheme," he
a
has
been
There
estimates.
These I wriht if I get killed young navy
whole months his letters came. He said.
Lillian. I have to face those
friend not done it. It not give name. rapid growth in the party in favor was doing well, he said; ho had a po- things daily. That's part of the game
If I get chance to ell old pig we all of a policy of reduction, and serious sition with a big mill. It might be Dear, I wish I had had
you by mj
'
differences of opinion in regards to less than three years.
side during the battle. But I'm going
saved."
Then the letters came less often and back to win now only, I must have
The police at first worked on the the question are said to exist in the
grew more formal. And at last they you. A good deal has gone by. Will
situation
the
is
This
itself.
cabinet
theory that revenge was the motive
ceased.
you make the most of what Is left tc
for the crime and that either the fath which will have to be faced by the
Lillian lived on with her sick moth- us, Lillian "
the
preliminaries
after
er or the Bwetheart of some girl com government
er, until her death, a year before. Her
And suddenly she found that it was
mitted the murder. Mrs. Dietz was are over in the house of commons. In sisters left, one after the other, and he who was the stronger after all
taken into custody and questioned, hut addition, Premier Asquith. is credited married. Lillian heard of Caleb at But it was the strength she had given
was not detained. She told the police with an intention to present a scheme times. He had become a partner at (Copyright, 1913, by the McClure News.
paper Syndicate.;
age of thirty. Then the big conthat she knew nothing of the circum- for the reform of the house of lords the
come and he was a
solidation
had
resolutions
of
series
of
a
the
In
shape
stances mentioned in the letter.
Trusts In Asia Minor.
power in Wall street before he was
Lack of evidence of a forced en- which he will ask the bouse of com- thirty-five- .
About the year 100 B. C. Thyatira
Only six months
Then,
trance to the1 Dietz home, as well as mons to pass and afterward he will before, she had read the news of his came under the power of Rome, and
rumors of a quarrel between Dietz and found a bill upon them. The plan engagement. She was amazed to find though in the days of the republic
it suffered much from oppression and
his wife and of friendly relations be- Is to abolish the hereditary principle herself so little moved.
extortion great commercial prosperity
house
the
and
become
upper
had
The
throwing
obscure,
altogether,
tween Mrs. Dietz and George Nurnpast
came to it with the inauguration of th
had
as
who
The
same
the
half forgotten.
girl
berg, a harness maker, first directed open to popular election,
About the time that St John
the- - voting loved so passionately was not she but empire.
suspicion against the accused. The the commons, but with
wrote the Revelation it was at th
with
whom
she
of
thought
somebody
a different
testimony before the coroner's jury, by qualifications based upon
height of its wealth and prosperity
a wistful, kindly smile.
as a business city. It is known thai
Mrs. Dietz, Nurnberg and Charles principle. The house of lords will, of
in
And Caleb had been three days
which,
scheme,
the
were more trade guilds in
course,
who
a
reject
reveal
detective
Hass,
private
the old homestead. He was alone, save there
In any other city o(
land
ed to the police the friendship of with Chancellor
for the old housekeeper. He had not Thyatira than
tell us that then
Mrs. Dietz and Nurnberg, was highly reform proposals, will be the main brought hi3 car, but had walked up Asia, for inscriptions
of lineta workers, wool
were
guilds
election.
next
from the station at night, like any
issues at the
general
sensational.
bronzesmiths, potters
traveler. He must have passed her workers, dyers,
How a suspicious wife, Mrs. Nurn
bankers tanners and slave dealers
house.
garmente
The selling of ready-mad- e
berg, had telephone vires tapped, in La Grippe Leaves Its Victims Prostrate
"Lillian! What do you think! ex was an
Some victims of la grippe never fulbusiness of Thyatira
Important
tercepted letters and her husband
recover the health of the lungs, and claimed Miss Simpson on the following but whether there were the accom
trailed, was revealed in the testimony ly
coughing is weakening. The day. "Have you seen today's papers?
hourt
persistent
of Hass, the private detective. The quick action of Foley's Honey and Tar No? Well, Caleb Trevethan Is a paniments of sweatshops, long
we are not told.
pay,
and
scanty
from
severe
la gnppe bankrupt. He had to run away
friendship between! Mrs. Dietz and makes it valuable m
Christian
of the
Bedford, Ind., New York. They're talking of prose- Correspondence
Nurnberg, charged by Hass, was later coughs. F. G. Prevo, me
Herald.
sewith a
admitted as true by Nurnberg, under writes: "La grippe left
cuting him. And he's hiding in his
vere cough that Foley's Honey and house because he doesn't dare face
close
coroner.
the
norby
Piling on the "Extras."
Tar cured, and I am back to my
who used to know him."
Mrs. Dietz, however, has denied the mal weight." O. G. Schaefer and Red the people
One of the things which helps swell
"And and his wife?" asked Lillian, the traveler's expenses, both in this
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
alleged relations with. Nurnberg,
timidly.
country and abroad, is the "extra." It
spite the testimony of detectives that
"I guess she's not the kind that may or may not be charged in the
ANNAPOLIS
AT
NEW
SUPER.
'she had been in the habit of meeting
would stand by him when he's in trou- bill, but it is sure to be paid for. Prob
the harness maker In a certain house
Annapolis, Md, Feb 7. With the ble," answered Miss Simpson. "Though ably even the most generous traveler,
in Ontario street.
customary salutes and flag raising now I come to think of It, whom did however, will have some sympathy for
The evidence of the detectives, it ceremonies, Captain William P. Ful-la- he marry?"
the gentleman in the following story
Lillian did not know what she an who was made to pay liberally for a
is said, had foeen revealed to Dietz a
today assumed his new duties as
to revisit
short time before his death, and it is superintendent of the Unitied States swered. Caleb onereturning,but Caleb in certain annoying privilege.
was
his
thing,
home,
nnrinsr hia stay at the hotel the
the general ibelief that the prosecution Naval Academy, succeeding Captain trouble! That was quite different. "To
had been very hot.
weather
as
"Hlihons
been
Tnhn
has
who
will endeavor to prove that the hussaid the landlord to the
her amazement she found that all the
"Charles,"
band was murdered to prevent his tak- signed to sea duty. The new super old feelings had come rushing back as rifirit who was making out the bill
intendent is regarded as one of the If the thirteen years had never to be presented to the departing guest,
ing action to obtain a divorce.
There is much speculation as to most brilliant officers of the navy. elapsed.
"have you noticed that the gentleman
She put on her hat and started up in No 7 has consulted the thermome
whether an effort will be made to When he graduated from the naval
On every porch women ter on the piazza at least ten times
prove that the wife was the actual academy inl 1S77 he stood at the head the street.
In the cool of the afterwere
rocking
2&
every morning during his stay here?
years
slayer of her husband. Physicians of the class. For more than
One
noon watching the passers-by- .
Charles replied that he had.
an
as
was
the
coroner's
he
at
stationed
who testified before the
academy
hailed her.
"Well," said the landlord, "charge
jury expressed fie opinion that great instructor in different departments
"Come in, Miss Darrell," she said. him the price of one dinner a day for
strength would not be required to and as head of the department of or "You look as if you were on 'an er the use of the thermometer."
It is in the training of
wield the hammer with which Dietz dnance.
Youth's Companion.
rand, though."
"Yes," answered Lillian. I'm going
men, however, that Captain
was killed. Mrs. Dietz is a large,
Accuracy.
i
Fullam has achieved his most con o call on Mr. Trevethan."
built woman.
electric shock- would have
Aft
Accustom the children to close acSo far as is known there is no evi- spicuous auecttsi,
It Whs under hia
stunned the other less. Lillian going curacy, both as a principle of honor
dence to connect Nurnberg with any command that the naval training stashamelessly to call on her old beau-c- all and as an accomplishment or lan"physical action in the murder. Mrs. tion at Newport attained its present
on a man a fugitive, waiting for euaee. making truth the test ot a per
Nurnberg stated before the coroner's high standard of 'efficiency. His rec- the officers of the law to come for fect language, and giving the inten
jury, and will probably give the same ord there resulted in his assignment him! She must have loved Caleb sity of a moral purpose to tne stuay
into all habits of
and accuracy
testimony at'the trial, that she occu- as the first commander of the new Trevethan mighty badly, then!
so as always
"now
"You
and
observation,
see,"
Lillian,
explained
thought
pied the same room with her husband training station on the Great Lakes,
he is in trouble' somebody ought to think of things as they truly are,
that,
was
success
at
which
on
bis
the
the where
Newport
throughout
night
to show him that his old friends are as far as in us rests and it does rest
murder was committed.
duplicated. His experience and un- (bis friends still. Don't you think so?" much in our power, for all false
The hammer is expected to figure usual success in the training of the
"O yes yes," answered the other thoughts and sceiugs coma mainly or
conspicuously in the evidence at the young men who make up the enlisted vaguely.' It was a line sentiment, but our thinking of what we have no busiLillian was going to call on a man! ness wilh and looking for things we
trial While ordinarily spoken of as 'personnel caused his selection by Sce-The girl knew wl.at they thought. want to see, instead of tilings which
a mason's' hammer, it is said that the'retary Daniels to head the institution
had known it before she started. ought to bu seen. Ruskin.
3ne
same style of Implement is commonly! for the training of naval officers.
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Turkeys
Chickens
Premium Hams
Cluhill Chili Cheese

Celery
Beets

Sealbliipt Oysters

Afternoon and evening gowns.
and up. Mrs. Davis, 414

flO

MUTUAL MOVIES'

Good Cooking Apples
Navel Oranges
Florida Grapefruit
California Grapefruit

Jacob Davidhizer this morning

"EILEEN OF ERIN," two-re"THE WOMAN HATER

A meeting of the board of directors
of the Commercial club s scheduled

to take place Tuesday evening at the
club rooms.

Light automobile lamps at 6:04
o'clock this evening. ;

Sour Pickles. Sweet Pickles

STEARNS' STORE

e As-- !
Direct from the Indian Reservations--- !
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
--

--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of,the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

to be
Every Women Is Proud
baker. It a
a good

J.

l
1

is

na-

tural instinct. And every
woman can bake well if
she will use our flour. It
is so skillfully blended, so
perfectly milled, that even
the inexperienced have
success with it from the
start. Order a sack and
learn for yourself .

&

III

PURE QUILL
or OUR. PRIDE

&e Las

Vegas Roller Mills

?5"
M
I

At tlie

Hose ofllie Best of Everything EatabI

MASON JAR." 35 Cts.

'

Following the transaction of business
city, ia continuing Ms delving into the
a social session was held.
proposition with County Engineer
A. Morrison and Richard A.
C. D. Boucher, the grocer and baker, George
a Chicago real estate dealer,
Morley,
whose establishment is. located on
as assistants. Mr. Overstreet Is not
Sixth street near the postoffice, this
in a position to state his opinion of
morning made a voluntary assign
will voice
ment for the benefit of his creditors. the project but probably
his opinions some time next week,
.",
There will he a special convocation he said today.
3
No.
at
the
of Las Vegas chapter
CHRISTIAN CHURCH NOTES
Masonic hall tonight for the purpose
A. J. Gerard has been elected as
deR.
A.
of exemplifying work In the
of the advisory board. J.
gree. All members ara requested to president
M. Bently resigned this office on acbe present.
count of living a distance from the
''
church.
A new dump wagon has been purThe
first
Sunday in March will be
chased hy the city. This morning it
as
observed
foreign mission day.
made its first appearance on the
Rev. J. L. Imhof will speak Sunstreets. The wagon is of the style
that is best adapted to the work and day morning on "Faith in God." His
theme for the evening will be "Two
will he a factor toward saving time
Prodigal Sons." He will also speak
and labor.
in the afternoon at the asylum.'"Play"
will be the subject for social interprewas
arrested
yesFrank Matthews
tation Sunday evening.
terday morning by Officer Jesse HunjThe young people are making prepdrunkenness
zaker on the charge of
and was brought before Judge D. R arations to give a church social some
3 'I'
tlm this month.
Murray yesterday afternoon for sen
tence. He paid a fine and was re
leased.
PLAYS AND PLAYERS.
The Taupert jewelry store is work
of
on
ten
the
class
class pins for
ing
1916 of the New Mexico Normal UniMoy Buckley has joined the Prinversity. These pins are attractive.
The regular stunt of each freshman cess players in New York.
The American stage is being treatclass of the institution is to purchase
class pins during the first year in the ed to a grand revival of Shakespeare.
George Cohan has reconsidered his
academic course.
announced intention to retire from
The city clerk is busily engaged the stage. 11
John Hyams and Leile Mclntyre are
these days in issuing dog licenses, the
request for the tags which prevent the ten for them by William Collier and
canines from being disposed of by the ten for the mby William Collier and
Herbert Hall Winslow.
city being unusually heavy. The do
Elsie Janis is to go to England next
catching has ceased, as practically mi
the dogs have been caught. AH that month to take part in a revue to be
have not been disposed of have been produced there by Florence Ziegfeld.
She is now appearing in the "Lady
tagged.
of the Slipper."
Frank Craven, the original Jimmy
It was announced today that the
vaudeville and picture program at the Gllely of "Bought and Paid For," has
Browne theater would be changed this come forth in a comedy of his own
evening. Large crowds have attended writing called "Too Many Cooks."
Jean Havez has written an operthe vaudeville shows last night and
etta
called "A Dutch Courtship," with
the
Thursday night.
Considering
price the show is good. A big crowd the scenes laid in Holland. . It is
slated for an early production In New
is looked for tonight.

The Agua Pura company has resum
ed cutting ice in the Hot Springs can
yon. Operations are being carried on
on two of the lakes. The cold weath
er of the pastsevral days has caus
ed the ice to form to a thickness of
seevral Inches. Old timers say Ice has
been cut In the Hot Springs canyon as
late as March 4. The Agua Pura company is hopeful of getting a large crop
in spite of the warm weather which
prevailed in January. The latter part
of December the ice in the canyon
Was over a foot thick.

CHAUTAUQUA

FOR ROSWELL

The Federated Mission clubs of
Rosweil have decided to, secure a five- ay chautauqua for Rosweil the'lafc
eT part of May or the first part of
June, says the Rosweil News.
Rev. Russel J. Pirkey, pastor of the
First Baptist church, has been chosen
platform manager and chairman of
the program commititee. The
is now at work endeavoring to
secure some high class features.
The chautauqua is planned to run
five days, with three meetings each
day, morning, afternoon and evening.
Strong features are planned but are
not yet ready to be announced.
As Rosweil is so isolated the "city
will not be on a regular circuit, and
it may cost more than ordinarily, but
the Federated clubs do not plan to
make any money. They hope only to"
get sufficient to defray the expense
in giving the Pecos valley something
worth while educationally and in an
entertainment way.
The chautauqua will be named the
Pecos Valley chautauqua, and it is
thought all the towns will come into
the support. Not from a finani hi
way hut by tho citizens taking advantage of the five days' instruction and
pleasure.
Rev. pirkey, the platform manapnr,
hns had three years of practical ex
perience in chautauqua work.
com-mitit-

THE GBAAF& IIAY1KABD CO. STORE

0

and report ,on. Hie. subject of old age
pensions and annuities.
A proposition Is before the memberLABOR WORLD NOTES.
I
ship of the Wood, Wire and Metal
Lathers' International union to repeal
thaiMsiofii in its constitution provThe labor "commissioners of a num-- 1 iding-for
the initiative and referendr of the states have formed the um, and providing for a convention
American Association of Public Em- every two years.
ployment officers, which will interest
None but union labor will be em
itself in placing unskilled unemployed ployed In building the new state CapIn sections where this labor is in
itol in Missouri.
and the federal government
The next annual convention of the
'i'l also he urged to establish agen- International-Bricklayers- ,
Masons and
cies.
Plasterers' union will be held in Tor" '! th i P.Uith of Illinois has onto.
in' educed a j it
The newsboys of the United Stat?s
cltt'on in the
I o i f projc-,-t' f j cm .iiUee of are to he organized into a union cf
1' sen Hpators
, j , tf
j j,y the their own, and brought into direct afI I
ft fiJ trr o nit i' i to be filiation with the American Federafc
ro h u o to i
11
s'ri'.nie tion of Labor.

.0

de-wa-

--

h

ST. PAUL'S

Old Taylor whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

'

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY

Everything comes to him
who waits except success.
Fords are chosen by men who

CHURCH

NOTES

;

'

choose the Ford because of its
splendi J record for consistent
service.

LAS VEGAS FGSD SALES CO.

Phone VegM 424

!
j

j

JUDGE LONG GIVES
INTERESTING TALK
"

TELLS
UNIVERSITY
CLUB
PUBLIC OPINION AND JUDICIAL DECISIONS

,Jefjferson E'ynold8, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President
?
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
HaUctRaynoWs.Ca6hier.
5

OF

E. D. Raynolds, Vice

"Public Opinion and Judicial Decisions" was the subject oj an address
before the University club by Judge
E. V. Long last night
Judge Long,
who was on the bench in Indiana and
later justice of the supreme court in
New Mexico, in addition to long years
of practice, proved an entertaining
and instructive speaker on the subject assigned him.
He said that public opinion should
have absolutely no weight with any
judge in giving a decision. He said
the judge should 'base his opinion
upon the law and the facts. Judge
Long said that it would be impossible
for a jurist to know what public opinion on any matter really is unless an
election were held. He said that
mighty few corrupt judges are on the
bench, and that the judges endeavor
to conduct their actions and render

MQ21.,

President

i-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
"

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
ere prepared to give the best of service

Interest Pzisi cn Time Deposits

tial manner.

For the best on the market today see us.
n
Miller
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needed for the auto.
Non-Ski-

ALL WORK CONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop

'

used by the government
printing office each, year requires approximately 125 million pounds of rag
puJp and 490 million pounds of wood
, '
pulp. '
F. A, Eliiottj5 'state forester of Orefire patrol
gon,' says that
associations among lumbermen for
prevention of forest fires have proved
their worth.
Of 606 fires last year on the national forests of Aritona, New Mexico
f
and Oklahoma,--mt5re-"thnwere caused by lightning. Campers
and railroads
set about
v r:. ;X
Roadside signs, each containing a
single catchy sentence in large type,
are proving effective in warning
against fires on western forests. They
give the essentials and tell the importance of protection against forest
fires.
n

one-hal-

one-tent- h,

..

Secretary of State Antonio Lucero
a visitor at chapel Monday mornHe addressed the students on
"The Value of the Spanish Language
and Why It Should Be Taught in the
Public Schools of New Mexico."

was
ing.

GLEAMING
A.

VV.

j
I

Street

Phone Main 4H

There is talk of forming a track
team when the basketball season is
over, but as yet nothing definite has
been done.

Patterson,

Las Vpj?as Transfrr Co.
523 Sixth

i

'

Those desiring' work done
will please call on or phone
"

!
'

oo n l .ah
-

I

MOST HEAT FOR YCflR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOL

President Frank H. H. Roberts left
Monday morning for Santa Fe, where
the state board of education ia meeting. During hia absence Dean Carrara has had charge of the school.

the Trigonian Literary society met
Wednesday morning in regular weekly. session. During the period an interesting discussion on "What's the
Matter With Las Vegas?" was led by
Charles
Coihstock.
The speakers
brought up .many new reasons as to
why Las- Vegas was not what It should
be, while some of them told of wnat
The Commercial Telegraphers' union Vegas had done and was doing and
of America charges one of the big then asked the i question, "What is
telegraph companies with maintaining the" matter with Las Vegas?"
a spy system and has asked fof an
Official investigation of the charge.
'Last night at the dormitory several
of the girls entertained
their hoy
friends at a candy pulul. A delightVAULT AND CESSPOOL j ful evening was spent by all and it
was with reluctance that the guests
departed when the lights were flashed.

1

1

the price of the Ford F. 0. B. Las Vegas,
Get catalog and parcomplete with equipment.
ticulars from

The' paper

j

de-

$615 is

:

i

by men who

mand a dependable car that's
always "on the job." They

their decisions in a fair and imparJudge Long gave his
hearers some Insight into the responsibility which rests upon a judge, and
said that the man on the bench feels
his responsibility and endeavors, for
this reason, to make all his rulings
and decisions correct in so far as it
is possible for a humanjjemg to do. '
Judge Long said that judges often
render decisions which are unpopular,
but which are proved to bd correct
with the passage of time and the
dying out of prejudice. The speaker
gave a number of reminiscences of
his experience on the bench and at
the bar, which were highly interest
ing. The judge was applaudued when
he completed his remarks.
The next meeting of the club will
York.;
be held a week from next Friday night
at the Y. M. C. A., where all the meetFOREST NOTES
ings are held. The club
to
The legislatures of Virginia
and arrange for an address expects
upon
single
South Carolina are considering ad- tax on that
occasion.
vanced forestry legislation.
Incerjse cedar is proving valuable
for piling on the Pacific coast where
marine borers- are particularly trouble
NORMAL NOTES
some.
'

"get there"

j

The choir of St. Paul's church will
meet for rehearsal in the church to
night at 7:15 o'clock. A full and
prompt attendance is urged."
' The Ladies' Guild will meet on Tuesday at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. H. Van
Petten at the home of Mrs. Charles
W. G. Ward, Eighth and
Friedman
streets.
The .postponed meeting of the woman's auxiliary will he held on Friday
-at 3 o'clock.
j;:
The confirmation class will meet
for instruction In the guild hall on
Thursday at 4:15 p. m.

STILL INVESTIGATING
H. E. Overstreet, representative of
The Christian Endeavor society of
the Cumberland Construction comthe Presbyterian church held a' busi
of Chicago, who Is. Investigating
pany
ness session at the church last night
the Irrigation project north of this

Dill Pickles

A

feature drama Domino.
Comedy Keystone.

ap-

'

Cranberries

Lemons

BRIDGE STREET

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rya, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv
plied for $2 as bounty upon a coyote
killed by him recently near Misha-waka- .

Dry Onions
Cabbage
Rutabagas

Jonathan

Bananas

I

Turnips
Carrots
Parsnips

Fancy Table Apples
Roman Beauties
Colorado Orange
Paragon

1914.

PROGRAM TONIGHT

'

"Selects" for Stews
"Counts for Frying"

7,

AT THE

i11L1

Fresh Tomatoes
New Turnips
New Carrots
New Green Onions
Spinach
Parsley

FEBRUARY

According to the present outlook
this year's summer- school will have
a larger enrollment by two or three

E S ATi' E M' A

hundred students than last year's

ND

RETAIL

orchestra, and under the direction of
Miss Marguerite Cluxton is fast becoming proficient in the playing of
high class music.

ses-sio-

.

Several of the commercial department students are getting their office
The members of the English departexperience, by :taking dictation from
the dean.
ment are- - working hard on compositions, and many first class stories will
The two basketball teams left yes-da- be handed to the judges In. the comafternoon for Santa Fe to play petition for The Optic prize.
the Santa Fe High school.
The glee clubs are at work on the
The Philomathean liiterary society music to be used on Lincoln's birthmet Wednesday morning and after a day when the schools of Greater Las
short business meeting an old fash- Vegas hold a joint program in honor
ioned spelling bee was held between of this great man.
the members of the junior and senior
classes. At the final count it was
The grade cards w;ere posted this
found the juniors had won by several week and although the first of the
words.
year has passed, many have made resolutions to do better work.
Several students have learned by
The annual board is working hard
experience; that it pays to be loyal to
your own school. Although only one and with the materia! at hand and
has been punished, all the other of- that which the students are working
fenders have reformed.
on, this year's "Southwest Wind"
promises to he the best ever publishThe Eighth grade lia formed an ed by the school.
y

